[1] Novae are ''radially fractured centers'' 100-300 km in diameter, and 64 have been identified on Venus. Dense radial fracturing and upraised topography are common, and massive amounts of volcanism are seen in some. Novae are interpreted to be the result of updoming and fracturing of the surface due to interaction of mantle diapirs with the lithosphere and radial fracturing caused by dike emplacement. We analyzed the topography and character of deformational and morphological structures of all 64 novae, leading to a better understanding of their evolution and relation to diapir dynamics, and their age. We subdivided novae into four topographic classes: (1) upraised, (2) annular, (3) flat and negative, and (4) plateau-like. Novae are located mostly in areas of regional rises and rift zones, with a small number in the lowlands. About one half the novae studied show association with rifts; in some of these the rift troughs surround nova rises and form plateau-like novae. Plateau-like novae may predate, postdate, or form simultaneously with rifts. Our analysis generally confirms and updates previous models of novae evolution, with the following geological factors being important: (1) depth of the neutral buoyancy level of the rising mantle diapir; (2) rheological characteristics of the overlying lithosphere; (3) whether or not the visco-plastic material above the diapir undergoes spreading; and (4) the nature and influence of regional stress and rift structures. These combined factors exert control on the direction of nova evolution and appear to determine the primary characteristics of nova, such as topography, tectonics, and volcanism. We found clear evidence for (1) the important role of dike swarm emplacement in the formation of radial patterns of novae and (2) the formation of concentric tectonic features during the relaxation stage of novae. Novae have multiple evolutionary stages and are long-lived structures. Stratigraphic analysis of all 64 local areas showed a similarity in the sequence of regional geologic units. We found that 40.3% of the novae population started to form before emplacement of regional plains with wrinkle ridges and that 11.3% completed their activity before this time; 88.7% of the population of novae was active after regional plains formation. In contrast to novae, coronae activity was greatest before formation of regional plains, which may be due to thickening of the lithosphere with time. Detailed structural analysis shows that novae evolution does not always lead to the formation of corona-like features.
Introduction
[2] Novae (single, nova) ( Figure 1 ) were first identified and described on the basis of Magellan spacecraft radar images [Schubert et al., 1991; Janes et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992 Stofan et al., , 1997 Head et al., 1992] . The initial use of the term reflected the radial, star-like nature of the structure. Aksnes et al. [2001] recommend that one use the term ''astra'' (single astrum) for these structures because of its astrophysical meaning, but most planetary geologists still use the term ''nova.'' Presently, novae are variously described as ''radially fractured centers'' [Schubert et al., 1991] , ''radial corona-like features'' or ''radially fractured domes'' [Janes and Turtle, 1996] . Head et al. [1992] described novae in more detail: ''these struc-tures have prominent radial fracture patterns forming a starburst or stellate pattern in map plan which generally consist of a plexus of graben. '' [3] Novae are usually between 100 and 300 km in diameter [Head et al., 1992; Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] . In describing separate novae, many authors note that dense radial fracturing is common for these structures and that they have prominent upraised topography [Schubert et al., 1991; Janes et al., 1992; Squyres et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992 Stofan et al., , 1997 Head et al., 1992; Raitala, 1999, 2002; Kostama, 2000, 2002] . In a study of the stratigraphy and topography of several novae, Raitala [1999, 2002] described age relationships of several novae and their environment. They showed that some novae have two generations of radial fracturing. They also showed that the novae described started to form before the formation of regional plains with wrinkle ridges and completed their evolution after emplacement of these plains. Authors have also noted massive amounts of volcanism connected with some novae [e.g., Head et al., 1992; Price, 1995; Basilevsky and Head, 2000b] . Aittola and Kostama [2002] studied the geology of 20 novae and showed that part of them have concentric structures, but did not discuss the influence of regional tectonic structures.
[4] The radial structures associated with novae are interpreted by several authors to be the result of updoming and fracturing due to the dynamic and thermal influence of hot mantle diapirs on the upper part of the lithosphere Squyres et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992 Stofan et al., , 1997 Koch, 1994; Koch and Manga, 1996] . Novae are sometimes considered as the initial stages of corona development [e.g., Janes et al., 1992; Squyres et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992 Stofan et al., , 1997 Janes and Squyres, 1995] , in which formation and evolution are connected with uplift and subsequent thermal and dynamic relaxation of hot mantle diapirs. Others have pointed out that the radial structure lengths commonly exceed the distance anticipated for diapiric uplift and fracturing, and have postulated that the radial fractures and graben are linked to processes of dike emplacement and near-surface stress distribution and deformation [Head et al., 1992; Grosfils and Head, 1994a , 1994b , 1995 Parfitt and Head, 1993; Ernst and Buchan, 1998; Koenig and Pollard, 1998 ]. More recently, Parfitt and Head [1993] , Ernst et al. [1995 Ernst et al. [ , 2001 , and Ernst and Buchan [1998] , have drawn attention to the similarities between novae and giant radial dike swarms on Earth and Mars. The relative importance of uplift and radial dike emplacement in the formation and evolution of novae is still a matter of debate and will be assessed in this analysis.
[5] There are a number of geological [Stofan et al., , 1997 , numerical geophysical [e.g., Koenig and Pollard, 1998 ] and analogous tectonophysical [Krassilnikov et al., 1999; Krassilnikov, 2000 Krassilnikov, , 2001 ] models for the process of nova formation and evolution. Janes et al. [1992] and Squyres et al. [1992] analyzed the morphology of several radially fractured centers. However, they did not assess in detail the tectonic structures of novae and the relationship of novae and surrounding stratigraphic units and tectonic structures. Stofan et al. [1991] and Janes et al. [1992] completed numerical geophysical models describing the stress field, characteristics of the upper part of the lithosphere, the shape of the rising dome above the upwelling mantle diapir and the possible duration of diapir activity. They suggested a model of corona evolution that included nova formation in the initial stages. All these models are based on the description of selected individual structures of this class. Only a few papers describe the geology and evolution of some novae on the basis of a detailed stratigraphic and tectonic analysis Kostama, 2000, 2002; Raitala, 1999, 2002] .
[6] Crumpler and Aubele [2000] created a catalog of volcanic structures of Venus, which includes 64 novae. They note that there are also a number of radially fractured centers associated with coronae, volcanoes, and arachnoid structures, which are also included in the catalog. In this paper we consider the 64 novae from the catalog that are ''radially fractured centers'' [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] ( Figure 2 ). We examine the geology, structure and evolution of novae themselves through detailed geologic mapping and classification. The results are used to assess the possibility of an evolutionary sequence within novae, and between novae and coronae, and to address the issue of the formation of the radial structures.
[7] The topographic shape of novae may reflect the evolution of the shape of the diapir, which has been proposed to produce this nova. Consequently, analysis of nova topography and detailed geological analysis of these structures could lead to a better understanding of the evolution of novae and their dependence on diapir dynamics. Detailed study of the environment of novae could also reveal the relative age of these structures and their elements, and the relative importance of uplift and dike emplacement in formation of radial structure. This analysis also assesses the possible connection between novae and regional geological structures, such as rift zones and ridge and mountain belts.
[8] In summary the main goals of our work are: (1) To study the topography of the 64 novae and to analyze their geological structures and adjacent environment. (2) To classify novae on the basis of their topography and geological structures. (3) To assess models of novae evolution. (4) To study the relationship of novae with large tectonicvolcanic structures, such as rifts and coronae. (5) To assess the period of novae activity. (6) To assess the role of uplift and dike emplacement as mechanisms for the formation of radial structure. (7) To compare the results of our study with geological models of novae formation and with results of numerical geophysical and analogous tectonophysical modeling.
Methods of Study
[9] Our analysis includes the study of the topography and character of deformational and morphological structures of all novae and detailed geological mapping of typical examples of novae. Gravity data are important in the analysis of regional Venusian volcanic/tectonic structures and in determination of ''dead'' and ''live'' structures Grimm and Phillips, 1992; Sjogren et al., 1997] . However, the resolution of these data is not sufficient.
[10] Methods of geological analysis of the surfaces of other planets have been described in detail [e.g., Greeley and Batson, 1990] and have been applied to the mapping of the surface of Venus [e.g., Tanaka, 1994; Ivanov and Head, 2001] . The geological mapping and analysis were performed using C1-MIDR and F-MIDR Magellan radar images Ford et al., 1993] in both digital and hard copy versions. Special attention was paid to the relationship of nova structures, plains with wrinkle ridges, and smooth and lobate plains, in order to assess the relative ages of novae structures and their geological environment. Analysis of topography was undertaken using Magellan GTDR altimetric data Ford et al., 1993] and artificial stereo images. We analyzed the topography of novae paying special attention to the prominence of novae in relief and to the shape of the nova rise. For analysis of topo data we used Transform PPC [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] (Table 1) . software, and for correlation of geological and topo data we used perspective drawing by Bryce 3D (Figure 3 ). We also generated topographic profiles for novae mapped (Figure 4 ), although analysis of 3-D images is more informative.
Geologic Map Units and Tectonic Structures
[11] We initially analyzed in a preliminary manner the geology of several novae in order to develop a geological mapping strategy and to understand the scale of geological units and the scale at which we would map individual tectonic structures. On the basis of initial analysis, we used the following stratigraphic units ( Figure 5 ), which represent the generalized sequence from older units to younger on the basis of the relationships observed and mapped in this study. We found agreement with the general stratigraphy of Basilevsky and Head [1995a , 1995b , 2000a , 2002b . Tessera terrain material (Tt); densely deformed by sets of ridges and fractures, therefore its surface is radar bright; fracture to fracture spacing is predominantly hundreds of meters; tectonic structures mostly form an orthogonal system; unit is usually rather elevated; in all cases observed is embayed by younger material. Densely fractured plains material (Pdf); densely deformed and therefore has radar bright surface; fractures are mostly straight and parallel, fracture to fracture spacing is predominantly hundreds of meters; usually represented by kipukas, which are embayed by younger material. Ridge belt material (Rb); occurs in the form of mostly broad elevated ridges, its surface has intermediate radar brightness; the width and ridge to ridge spacing of ridges average tens of kilometers, with lengths up to hundreds of kilometers; usually exposed as elongate islands embayed by younger material. Fracture belt material (Fb); deformed by approximately parallel fractures with fracture to fracture spacing of hundreds of meters and more, therefore its surface is rather radar bright; sometimes looks similar to Pdf, but fractures of Pdf are packed more densely and are straighter than in Fb; in our mapping we describe Fb as a stratigraphic unit because in areas Fb is embayed by younger material. Corona densely fractured material (Codf); composes concentric annulae of corona-like features; usually deformed by concentric frac- tures of these features with fracture to fracture spacing averaging hundreds of meters and more; has a rather high radar brightness due to intensive deformation; usually rather elevated and in all cases is embayed by younger material.
Novae densely fractured material (Nodf); represented by radial fractured material of novae; has a rather high radar brightness due to intensive deformation; fracture to fracture spacing is predominantly hundreds of meters; in all cases 12 -6 embayed by younger material; possible to subdivide the units in some cases. Novae ridge belt material (Norb); represented by material of ridges which are concentric to the novae centers; surface has an intermediate radar brightness; the width of ridges and the ridge to ridge spacing average tens of kilometers, while lengths are up to hundreds of kilometers; in all cases embayed from all sides by younger material.
[12] Material of plains with small shields (Psh); the surface has an intermediate radar brightness; made up of the material of separate small shield volcanoes with diameters from 3 -5 up to 20-30 km and with typically slightly sloping flanks; clusters of shield volcanoes are observed with diameters of tens of kilometers. Material of plains with wrinkle ridges (Pwr); characterized by regional lava plains; the surface is rather radar dark; deformed by a regional network of wrinkle ridges, which are usually 1 -2 km wide, up to hundreds of kilometers in length, and have a ridge to ridge spacing from a few kilometers up to 30 -40 km; possible to map subunits in some areas. Smooth plains material (Ps); the surface of this unit is radar dark; made up of smooth volcanic plains, deformed by local tectonic features; usually embays all units described above; possible to map subunits in some regions. Lobate plains material (Pl); made up of radar bright lobate lava flows; usually not deformed; possible to map subunits in some cases. Material of aeolian patches and streaks (Sp + Ss); the surface is usually radar dark; within unit separate linear streaks are observed, which are interpreted as wind streaks [Greeley et al., 1992] ; the borders are often diffuse. Undivided material of impact craters (Cu); is made up of material of impact craters and their ejecta; the surface is usually radar bright, except for radar dark halos and dark parabolas around some craters [Campbell et al., 1992] . Distinguishing between Pdf, Nodf and Codf is often difficult. We subdivided these morphologically similar units to bring attention to aspects on novae and coronae evolution.
[13] On the basis of the scale of our mapping, we found that we could map some individual structures of apparent tectonic origin, and could distinguish them from zones of dense tectonic structures. Individual structures include features that we interpreted as fractures, normal faults, graben, and compressional ridges. Some authors consider dense deformed zones as geological units, depending on the scale of the mapping [e.g., Wilhelms, 1990; Basilevsky and Head, 2000a; Hansen, 2000] . In the case of fractures associated with rift zones, we mapped these as zones of intensive deformation (like zones of melange on Earth) where they were too dense to map individually (densely deformed rift terrain; Rt). In some cases these zones were formed over a long period and sometimes it is possible to separate locally several stages in their evolution, relatively old (Rt 1 ) and relatively young (Rt 2 ).
Geological Structure and Topography of Novae
[14] Magellan topography is available for all but two of the 64 novae (Figure 2 ; Table 1 ). We did not assess in detail the two novae that are located in gaps in Magellan radar altimeter data because of the importance of topography in the study of these features. The average diameter of the 62 novae (Tables 2 -5 ; Crumpler and Aubele [2000] ) is 180 ± 58 km (for asymmetric novae, the larger diameter was used in this calculation). According to Crumpler and Aubele [2000] the diameter of novae ''is the diameter defined by using the median fracture length; fractures that are continuations of longer rift or fracture belt were not considered in arriving at the value for the median length.''
[15] We subdivided novae into four broad topographic classes (Figures 2 and 3): (1) upraised novae (Table 2) , which have a well-defined and prominent cone-or domelike rise in the central part of the novae. (2) Annular novae (Table 3) , have a central rise and a rather elevated annulus, which is concentric to the central nova rise. (3) Flat and negative novae (Table 4) , these novae usually have a flat, irregular shape, without a well-defined or prominent central rise. We also included in this class two novae with negative relief. (4) Plateau-like novae (Table 5) , which have a welldefined and prominent plateau-like shape.
[16] Some of novae show topographic characteristics transitional from one class to another. We put each of these in the class that was defined by their most prominent feature. We studied the radial and concentric tectonic structures of each nova and paid special attention to morphology, kinematics and evolutionary sequence of nova deformation structures, and also the embayment relationships of the different material units and structures. We also assessed the period and style of novae activity relative to the emplacement of regional plains with wrinkle ridges (Pwr) in each local studied area. We examined the association of novae with such regional tectonic-volcanic structures as rift zones. We used the base map of the ''Tectonic and Volcanic Map of Venus'' by Price [1995] , as modified by Basilevsky and Head [2000b] in their ''Map of Rifts and Volcanoes of Venus.'' If we found that the tectonic structures of novae connected with rift-associated fracturing, we say that this nova is associated with a rift zone. In both of these maps [Price, 1995; Basilevsky and Head, 2000b ] some novae were described as volcanoes. In some cases the novae with massive amounts of volcanism are located in rift zones. In this case we say that these novae show an association with rift zones. If a nova has no clear connection with a rift zone and is shown in the maps of Price [1995] and Basilevsky and Head [2000b] as a volcano, we consider this nova as a nova with a large amount of volcanism, and which has no connection with rift systems.
Upraised Novae
[17] There are 16 structures in this class (25.8% of novae) ( Table 2, Table 6 ). Their average diameter is 161 ± 64 km, The diameter of radial fractured centers or stellate patterns is defined by using the median fracture length; fractures that are continuations of longer rifts or fracture belt trends were not considered in arriving at the value for the median length. Novae 60 and 64 are located in gaps of Magellan radar altimeter data and are indicated by an asterisk. and they have a cone-like or dome-like topographic profile (Figure 3a ) elevated above the background from several hundreds of meters up to 2 -3 km, with slopes up to 2 -3°. We first describe two typical examples of these in detail and then describe the general characteristics of this population.
[18] The typical examples of upraised novae are Becuma Mons (34°N, 21.5°E) and Mbocomu Mons (15°S, 215°E). Hereafter geographic coordinates and diameters in the beginning of each nova description are given according to the catalog by Crumpler and Aubele [2000] , and the names of the novae and other geographic features were taken from the USGS Web site: http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov/ vgrid.html. The elevations of novae structures are given above the datum, 6051 km above the center of mass of Venus. When we discuss radar brightness of the surface of some unit, we mean the radar brightness of material of the unit itself, and if radar brightness increases or decreases for some reason, it is specifically noted. In the description we use terms ''radar bright'' or ''radar dark'' in a relative sense within the local areas mapped. Note that the surface of some units has high radar cross section in a global sense, e.g., tesserae or material of impact craters. In the descriptions we use the letter symbols for stratigraphic units described above.
Becuma Mons
[19] Becuma Mons ( Figure 6 ) is located in the NE part of Bereghiniya Planitia (D $ 150 km). It has an approximately cone-like shape with a small depression on the top with a diameter 24-28 km and depth 300-500 m. The nova is located on the SW part of a regional ridge, which is $450 -500 km long and up to 100-130 km wide. The ridge strikes NW, and its elevation above the lowlands is $500 -700 m. The nova is elevated $300-400 m above this ridge, and about 900-1100 m above the lowlands. Slopes associated with this nova are up to 1 -1.5°.
[20] Fb is located in SW part of the area studied and lies at $450 -700 m altitude. Fb is slightly radar dark and is deformed by almost parallel fractures, striking mostly NNW, with fracture to fracture spacing of $2-3 km. Codf unit has an intermediate radar brightness and is located in the NW part of the area on the regional ridge. Codf makes up a concentric annulus around a corona-like feature (D $ 120 km), center is located $150 km NW of the nova center. The elevation of Codf is $580-730 m. Codf is densely deformed by concentric fracturing, with fracture to fracture spacing $1.5 -2 km. The central depression is $1-1.2 km deep. Fb and Codf are embayed by Pwr. The contact between Codf and Fb is not clear, and we cannot examine the age relationships between them.
[21] Pwr is located almost everywhere in the area. The elevation of the plains ranges from À500 to 1300 m on the regional ridge. Pwr is deformed by a network of wrinkle ridges, which are up to 200 -300 km long and up to $2 km wide. The ridge to ridge spacing is from several kilometers up to 20-30 km and the strike is mostly to the NW. In the NE part of the area, ridges make up an orthogonal system with NW and NE strikes, and in the depressed interior of the corona-like feature they have chaotic strikes. Ridges also deform material of Codf and Fb.
[22] Psh has intermediate radar brightness and can be subdivided into two subunits, a lower one (Psh 1 ) is deformed by wrinkle ridges and embayed by Pwr. Psh 1 is located at the NW flank of the nova at $1 km altitude. Psh 2 has a different stratigraphic position and is discussed below. [23] The fracturing associated with the nova deforms Codf, Fb, Pwr and Psh 1 . The fractures radiate from the small depression on the top of the cone-like nova rise. These tectonic features are represented by long narrow graben (up to 70-80 km long, up to 2 km wide) as well as straight fractures. The spacing of fracturing is less than 250 m in the central part of nova and greater than 2 -4 km on the flanks. The width of the graben decrease close to the margins of the nova, fracturing gradually disappears. Some of the radial fractures extend away from the topographic rise of nova for more than 50-70 km. In the SE part of the nova the strike of the radial fractures changes from radial to the nova to parallel to the regional linear rise.
[24] The radial fracturing of the nova is embayed by Psh 2 and Ps and overlapped by Cu. Psh 2 is located in the SE part of the area and is characterized by a cluster of shield volcanoes with slightly sloping flanks and diameters from $1.5 to 4 -8 km. Psh 2 embays Pwr and radial fracturing of the novae at its SE flank. There are two small occurrences of smooth plains (Ps). One of these is located close to the central part of the nova, and another at the W flank and has an intermediate radar brightness. Ps embays Fb, Pwr and Psh 1 . The impact crater Noreen (D 18.6 km) [Schaber et al., 1998 ] is located in the SE part of the area and its material and its ejecta (Cu) are extremely radar bright. To the WSW radar bright and dark streaks with diffuse borders are observed. They strike to the SW and are 150-180 km long and 20-30 km wide. Streaks overlie Pwr and Fb and are interpreted as ejecta of Noreen impact crater reworked by wind.
[25] This nova has a cone-like shape, was formed during a broad stage of deformation, and formed after emplacement of Pwr and before formation of Psh 2 and Ps. Perturbations to the wrinkle ridge patterns however, suggest that it may have started to form just before the emplacement of regional plains and formation of wrinkle ridges, but we have clear evidence of this nova activity only after Pwr.
Mbokomu Mons
[26] Mbokomu Mons (D $ 200 km) ( Figure 7 ) is located to the N of Wauwalag Planitia. The shape of this nova is close to cone-like. On the flanks of the nova a topographic step is observed. This ledge is located approximately in the middle part of the slope. This nova is elevated above the surrounding plains by $900-1300 m, and the step on the nova slope is located at $500 -800 m above the surrounding plains. Topographic slopes on the nova are up to 1 -1.5°. This nova has some traces of an annulus, but the dome-like shape is dominant.
[27] Pdf is located in the NE, NW and SE parts of the area, is radar bright due to intensive deformation, and is deformed by dense fractures with fracture to fracture spacing averaging 200 -300 m and less. Fractures are mostly parallel, their strikes are varied, with most fractures oriented NE. Pdf is embayed by lavas of Ps + Pl.
[28] Fb is located in the SW corner of the area, has a rather high radar brightness due to intense deformation, and is deformed by dense fracturing with a NE strike. Fb can be subdivided into two subunits: a lower (Fb 1 ) and an upper (Fb 2 ). Fracture to fracture spacing for Fb 1 is 300-500 m, for Fb 2 $1 -1.5 km. In some areas, embayment of Fb 1 by Fb 2 is [29] Located very close to Fb in stratigraphic position and similar in morphology of tectonic structures is Nodf, which is located in the central part of the nova. It can be divided also into two subunits (Nodf 1 and Nodf 2 ). Nodf 1 is radar bright due to dense fracturing and located on the NE and SW slopes of the nova, mostly on the flat part of the slope. Dense radial fracturing, with fracture to fracture spacing averaging 200-300 m and less, deforms Nodf 1 . Nodf 1 is embayed by Nodf 2 and Ps + Pl. Nodf 2 is located on the slopes of the nova and on the central rise and is rather radar bright due to dense radial fracturing. Fracture to fracture spacing is from $200-300 m up to $2 -3 km. Nodf 2 is embayed by Ps + Pl.
[30] At the SW flank of the nova, material and tectonic structures of unit Nodf 2 gradually merge with Fb 2 without a distinctive and sharp geologic contact. Nodf 2 and Fb 2 here generally have the same material, and the same spacing and morphology of fractures. The difference between them is primarily in the orientation of fractures. In Fb 2 they are mostly parallel and have a NE trend, while in Nodf 2 the fractures are radial to the nova center. Fb 2 and Nodf 2 may have formed simultaneously. The same relationship is observed between Nodf 1 and Fb 1 . These units have the same spacing, morphology of fractures, and stratigraphic position. We separate Fb and Nodf to emphasize the central structure during nova evolution and to bring attention to the possible link between nova radial fractures and regional stress.
[31] Owing to the scale of the mapping here, we find that it is difficult to distinguish between Ps (generally equidimensional shape) and Pl (generally linear and lobe-like) and therefore we combine these plains into one unit, Ps + Pl, which occupies most of the area and is located at 500-2200 m altitude. Ps + Pl is observed mostly at the periphery of the nova, but some occurrences of Ps + Pl are also located in the central part. Separate radar bright lobate flows are superposed on the background of radar dark Ps. Lobate flows are located mostly on the periphery, and the majority of them begin to descend down the nova slopes from approximately the same elevation, somewhat lower than the horizontal step on the nova slope. Ps + Pl is deformed by radial fractures of the nova. Fracture to fracture spacing is from 4 -5 km up to 10-12 km, and some extend away from the nova rise for 60-80 km. The majority of fractures cut lobate flows, but in some cases these fractures are embayed by lobate flows. In some cases lobate flows appear to emerge from these fractures, evidence that this fracturing and the emplacement of the lobate flows were simultaneous, and that the radial fractures are a possible source for lobate lava outflow. The youngest tectonic activity is observed on the W and E slopes of the nova, displayed in the graben system formation which is concentric to the nova center. These graben are more concentric on the E than on the W flank. On the E flank of the nova some of the graben form an en echelon system. Most of them are located on the topographic bench on the nova slope. These graben are not embayed, and cut Ps + Pl. [32] This nova was formed during three distinguishable stages of radial fracture formation. The first two generations of radial fracturing were formed simultaneously with the formation of Fb, possibly in connection with background regional extension. The youngest radial fracturing occurs after and/or simultaneously with Ps + Pl formation. The latest activity of this nova involves the formation of concentric graben, which are located on the plateau on the nova slope. There is no Pwr in this area, but in neighboring areas we observe embayment of Pwr by Ps + Pl, therefore this nova was active after Pwr formation. There is no clear evidence of activity of the nova before Pwr.
Summary of Upraised Novae
[33] In these novae extensional straight fractures and long narrow graben define novae radial structures. They radiate from the center of the nova rise and mostly are located in the central elevated part and on the flanks of the nova. However, some parts of the radial structures extend away from the nova rise for hundreds of kilometers. In 6 novae (37.5%, hereafter percents are shown for upraised novae) one stage of radial fracturing is observed. Another 10 novae (62.5%) show two or three visible stages of radial fracture formation. Fracture to fracture spacing of the older fracturing is systematically narrower than in younger ones. Our observations lead us to suggest that this fracture system is a source of lobate lava flows. These flows are located mostly in the middle of the novae rise and extend down their slopes. In some cases lobate flows begin to emerge from approximately a single elevation on the nova rise. Radial fracturing of novae is usually covered by younger material of different types of volcanic plains, and sometimes by material of aeolian deposits and by ejecta or outflow of impact craters. In 15 structures (93.8%) some of these cover the last radial fracturing. However, in one case, we found no evidence for embayment of radial fracturing.
[34] Concentric extensional and compressional structures are observed in some upraised novae. In 4 novae (25%) concentric graben are identified, in 3 novae (18.7%) concentric ridges are observed, and 2 novae have both graben and ridges. Concentric tectonic structures may or may not be embayed by the materials described above.
[35] Seven novae (43.7%) started to form before Pwr emplacement (Tables 2 and 6 ). Three novae (18.7%) showed no evidence of activity after Pwr formation. Thirteen novae (81.3%) of this class were tectonically and volcanically active after Pwr emplacement. Six novae of this class (37.5%) show an association with rift structures, but rift structures apparently have no visible influence on the shape of the novae in this class.
Annular Novae
[36] There are 16 structures in this class (25.8% of novae studied) ( Table 3, Table 6 ). The average diameter of these novae is 188 ± 66 km, the central rise and annulus are usually elevated above the surroundings for $1 -2 km, and slopes are up to 2-3°. We can identify two subtypes of annular novae (Figures 3b and 3c ). Subtype 1: Radial extensional fracturing in elevated central parts of novae and concentric compressional structures at annulae and periphery. Graben and normal faults characterize radial fracturing and ridges characterize concentric compressional structures. Some concentric extensional structures (graben) are present amidst dominantly concentric compressional structures. Subtype 2: Radial extensional fracturing in elevated central parts and in annulae of novae and concentric extensional fracturing in annulae. Graben and normal faults characterize radial and concentric fracturing. 4.2.1. Annular Novae Subtype 1
[37] Typical examples of these novae include an unnamed nova (63.5°N, 90°E), a nova called Ops Corona (69°N, 88°E) and a nova called Tutelina Corona (29°N, 348°E).
Unnamed Nova
[38] This unnamed nova ( Figure 8 ) is located to the SW of Meskhenet Tessera (D $ 200 km). The central part of the nova being rather high and dome-like, elevated above the surrounding plains by $900 -1100 m, and with slopes of up to 1 -1.5°. On the top of the nova, a small depression is observed with a diameter of $20-25 km, and a depth up to 1 km. To the NW a piece of elevated annulus is observed, which is concentric to the nova center and is elevated above the surrounding plains by $700 -800 m. A depression concentric to the nova center is located between the annulus and central rise, its depth relative to the surrounding plains is $1 km.
[39] Tt is located in the NE and NW parts of the mapped area, and lies at $1.2-1.7 km altitude. Tt has extremely high radar brightness because of intense deformation by several fracture systems. In the piece of Tt to the NW, the densest fracturing strikes WNW, with a fracture to fracture spacing of $400-500 m and less. In the piece of Tt to the NW, the densest fracturing strikes N, with fracture to fracture spacing of $300 -400 m and less. Both of these pieces of Tt are deformed by fracturing which is normal to the dense one. This fracturing has fracture to fracture spacing from 3 to 15 km. Tt in all cases is embayed by younger material.
[40] Pdf is also located in the NW and NE corners of the area, is densely deformed by mostly parallel straight fractures, and therefore its surface is radar bright. In the NW piece of Pdf, fracturing strikes to the NE, while in the NE piece of the Pdf unit fracturing strikes to the NNW, fracture to fracture spacing in this system is $400 -600 m. Pdf is deformed less extensively than Tt and by one fracture system only. The contact between Pdf and Tt is highly tectonized, and we can say little about their embayment relationships. However, Tt is deformed by fractures, which are typical for Pdf, and Pdf is not deformed by fractures which are typical for Tt. We conclude that Tt is older than Pdf. Pdf in all cases is embayed by younger material.
[41] Rb is located in the NE part of the study area and to the SE of the nova. Rb is relatively radar bright. Ridges, which are up to 150 -170 km long and 3 -8 km wide, deform it; ridge to ridge spacing of 8 -10 km. Rb is embayed by younger Pwr. The contact between Rb and Pdf is highly tectonized, but close to the contact ridges, which are common for Rb deform the Pdf, and Rb is not deformed by fracturing of Pdf. We conclude that Rb is younger than Pdf.
[42] Nodf is located at the central part of the nova and to the N and S from nova for a distance of more than 200 km. Nodf has a high radar brightness due to intensive deformation and is defined by a fracture system which is radial to the nova center, with a fracture to fracture spacing in the central part of the nova of up to 300 -400 m, and in the periphery up to 2 -5 km. This fracturing also cuts Rb. Nodf is embayed by Psh, Pwr and Ps. Norb is located to the NW from the nova center, partly on the slopes of the concentric annulus. Norb is relatively radar bright and is deformed by ridges that are concentric to the nova rise, and up to 100 km long, 2 -5 km wide and with ridge to ridge spacing of $5-10 km. Norb is embayed by Psh, Pwr, and Ps, is located very close to Nodf, is not deformed by dense radial fractures of the nova, and Nodf material is deformed by ridges of Norb. We thus suggest that Norb is younger than Nodf.
[43] Psh is located everywhere in the area and is represented by separate shield fields with diameter up to 60-70 km, and sometimes by small kipukas, which are surrounded by Pwr. In Psh abundant separate individual volcanic constructs with diameters $3 -10 km are visible. In most cases in the area Psh is embayed by Pwr and is deformed by a network of wrinkle ridges. In some cases we do not observe clear contact between Pwr and Psh. We conclude that Psh mostly predates Pwr, in some cases may be simultaneous, but predates wrinkle ridge formation.
[44] Pwr occupies most of the area, is located in the central part of the nova and in the surrounding lowlands, is mostly radar dark, and is deformed by a regional network of wrinkle ridges that are up to 150 -170 km long and 3 -5 km wide. Ridge to ridge spacing is $20-40 km, their strike is variable, and in some cases ridges form an orthogonal system. Pwr embays Pdf, Nodf, Norb and Psh, and wrinkle ridges deform most of them as well. The youngest nova fracturing cuts Pwr. This fracturing radiates from the depression in the nova center. Most fractures extend to the N and to the S from the nova, with fracture to fracture spacing of up to 3 -5 km in the center of nova, and up to 6 -10 km at the periphery. Numerous fractures extend away from the nova center for more than 200 km and cut all units described and are embayed only by Ps.
[45] Pl is represented by several radar bright lava flows in the NW part of the area, which are located at 600-850 m altitude and embay Pdf, Pwr, and Psh. The Pl unit is deformed only by several local fractures. Separate lava fields make up Ps to the W of the nova at 500-600 m elevation. Ps is radar dark and embays local fractures, which in turn cut Pl. The Ps unit is not deformed and embays Nodf, Norb, Pwr, Psh and Pl.
[46] There were two specific stages of radial fracture formation during the history of this nova. It appears as if the nova began to form between formation of Rb and Norb, and before emplacement of Pwr. Norb unit, which makes up the prominent annulus, was formed between the formation of Nodf, Psh, and Pwr. The latest activity of the nova is observed after formation of Pwr and before Ps emplacement.
Ops Corona
[47] Ops Corona (D $ 100 km) ( Figure 9 ) is located to the SE of Ishtar Terra. A central rise is elevated $900-1100 m above the surrounding plains and a piece of concentric annulus on the S flank of the nova is elevated $1.5-1.6 km above the surroundings. Two depressions are observed, in the central part and on the NW flank of the nova, which are $1.5 km deep relative to the surroundings. Slopes of the central rise of the nova are up to 0.9-1.1°, and external slopes of the annulus are up to 2.5-3°.
[48] Tt is located in the NW, SW and SE corners of the mapped area at 1.5-2 km altitude. Tt is radar bright due to intense deformation by structures with two main strikes, NW and NE. Fracturing with a NW strike is more dense with a fracture to fracture spacing of $0.5 -1 km. The NE oriented fracturing is mostly represented by graben, which are up to 150 -200 km long and 2 -7 km wide. Tt is embayed by younger plains, and is covered by Cu of impact crater Gloria and by Sp + Ss. Pdf is located in the NE part of the area and has an intermediate radar brightness. Approximately parallel fractures with an E-W strike deform Pdf, with fracture to fracture spacing of $0.5-0.7 km. Pdf is embayed by Psh 1 , Pwr, and Ps. Nodf is located on the S and N flanks of the central part of the nova at 1.1 -1.3 km altitude. Nodf is rather bright because of intense deformation by fracturing, which is radial to the nova center and has fracture to fracture spacing of $2 -2.5 km. Nodf and radial fracturing are embayed by Pwr and by Ps 2 .
[49] Pwr occupies most of the area around the nova and the rather elevated annulus to the S from the nova. Pwr has low radar brightness and is deformed by a regional network of wrinkle ridges. To the W and to the NE from the nova, ridges are up to 150 -170 km long and 1 -1.5 km wide, with variable strike. At the S and E flanks of the nova, ridges are concentric to the nova center and more prominent (up to 180 -200 km long and up to 4 -4.5 km wide). Ridge to ridge spacing is from several kilometers up to $20-30 km.
To the N from the nova, Pwr is deformed by fractures that are radial relative to the nova center. They are straight, long (up to 140 -160 km) and have fracture to fracture spacing of $3 -5 km. Ridges and fractures also deform material of Tt, Pdf, Nodf, Psh 1 .
[50] Psh 1 is located at $1 km altitude and has an intermediate radar brightness. Within it are observed separate volcanic constructs with diameters of 2 -7 km. We do not observe a clear contact between Pwr and Psh 1 , but Psh 1 is deformed by the wrinkle ridge network and by fracture systems, which are usual for Pwr. Psh 1 embays just one older unit, Pdf. We conclude that Psh 1 is close in a stratigraphic sense to Pwr. Both Psh 1 and Pwr are embayed by Ps 1 -2 and Pl, and are covered by Sp + Ss. Pwr is also embayed by Psh 2 and is covered by Cu.
[51] Psh 2 is located to the NW from the nova center and has intermediate radar brightness. Psh 2 is characterized by several volcanic constructions with diameters 3 -7 km and by long lava oriented in a NW direction; this flow unit is $100 km long and is running apparently through a fracture which deforms Pwr. Psh 2 embays Pwr and is embayed by Ps 2 and Pl.
[52] Ps 1 is located in the NE part of the area, has a rather low radar brightness, and is deformed by almost parallel straight fractures with a NW strike and fracture to fracture spacing of $2 -10 km. This fracturing also cuts Pdf and Psh 1 . Ps 1 is embayed by Ps 2 . Ps 2 is located in the central parts of the nova, to the N of the nova, and in the NE part of the area. Fractures are oriented approximately radial to the nova and deform Ps 2 in the central parts of the nova, with fracture to fracture spacing of $3 -20 km. These fractures also deform Nodf and Psh. Unit Ps 2 is embayed by Pl. Pl is located to the SW of the nova center at 0.5 -1.1 km altitude and has low radar brightness. Numerous lobate lava flows are observed within this unit, and these extend to the W from the nova for a distance of more than 100 km. Pl is not deformed and not embayed.
[53] To the SE of the nova center, a huge area of aeolian deposits is observed (Sp + Ss). Streaks located within this area are interpreted as wind streaks and also located there are features which have been interpreted as a dune field [Greeley et al., 1992; Ford et al., 1993] . Sp + Ss covers Tt and Pwr. The lower age limit of aeolian activity is not constrained from the observed relationships.
[54] To the N of the field of Sp + Ss lies the crater Jadwiga (D $ 12.7 km) at 870 m altitude [Schaber et al., 1998 ]. It has a prominent radar bright ''parabola'' [Campbell et al., 1992] . The bright material of this parabola overlies Pwr, Ps 2 , and Sp + Ss. Within the area of Sp + Ss, material of this parabola has traces of the influence of wind activity; the material of the parabola is concentrated into streaks with a WNW strike. Thus crater Jadwiga happened simultaneously with the time of aeolian activity. Crater Gloria (68.5°N, 94.2°E) is located to the E of the previous crater [Schaber et al., 1998 ]. Material of the outflow of this crater (Cu) extends away for $80-100 km and embays Tt, Pwr and probably Sp + Ss. To the N of this crater, Cu flows into the fractures that deform Pwr and produces polygon-like features. The size of the blocks or ''islands,'' which are embayed by the crater outflow, is up to 10-12 km in diameter. To the N of the crater, part of the outflow of Gloria crater overlaps the material of the radar bright parabola of Jadwiga crater and wrinkle ridges, which have traces of brightening due to the Jadwiga crater parabola. Gloria does not have any parabola, but is presumably younger than crater Jadwiga, which has a radar bright parabola, as further documented by Basilevsky and Head [2002a] .
[55] Three visible stages of radial fracturing occurred during the formation of this nova. The nova started to form before emplacement of Pwr; formation of concentric compressional structures occurred after or simultaneously with wrinkle ridge formation. The latest activity of this nova is observed after formation of Pwr, and before Pl emplacement.
Tutelina Corona
[56] Transitional between this subtype of annular novae and upraised novae is a structure called Tutelina Corona (D $ 150 km) ( Figure 10 ) which is located to the S of Sedna Planitia. We placed it in a transitional category due to the subdued prominence of the relief of the concentric annulus. The central rise of this nova stands 500-800 m above the surrounding plains, and slopes are up to 1-1.6°. To the SW of the nova, pieces of low concentric annulus and a depression are observed. The depression is up to 900 -1000 m deep relative to the surrounding plains.
[57] Rb is located in the NW corner of the mapped area at 700 -800 m altitude, and is rather radar bright. Rb is characterized by material of ridges that are embayed from all sides by younger material, ridges being up to 60-80 km long, 2 -4 km wide and with ridge to ridge spacing of $5 -15 km. Rb is embayed by Pwr 1 -2 . Nodf is located on the nova slopes at $400-900 m altitude and is radar bright because of intense deformation by fracturing which is radial to the nova center. Fracture to fracture spacing is 200-300 m and less. Graben are observed, which are usually 15 -20 km long and 2 -3 km wide. Nodf is embayed by Pwr 1 and by Psh 2 . Psh 1 is located mostly on the surrounding plains to the NE and to the SE of the nova at $400-800 m altitude. Some edifices of Psh 1 are observed near the nova. It is represented by steep-sided kipukas with diameters up to 10-15 km, which are embayed from all sides by material of Pwr 1 -2 and which are exposed through it. Psh 1 is embayed by Pwr 1 -2 and by Psh 2 , which is discussed below. We cannot to constrain the lower stratigraphic age of Psh 1 ; we can document that it predates Pwr.
[58] Pwr occupies most of the mapped area at 0 -850 m altitude and can be subdivided into two subunits, Pwr 1 and Pwr 2 . The surface of Pwr 1 has rather low radar brightness. Pwr 1 embays Rb, Nodf and Psh 1 , and is deformed by young nova fracturing. This fracturing radiates from the nova for a distance of more than 130 -150 km. Both fractures and graben make up this deformation; graben are up to 50-60 km long and up to 2 -3 km wide. Fracture to fracture spacing of the system is about 5 -20 km. This fracturing cuts Pwr 1 and is embayed by Pwr 2 and Psh 1 . The surface of Pwr 2 has intermediate radar brightness. Pwr 2 embays Rb, Nodf, Psh 1 , and Pwr 1 . Pwr 2 is located at the same elevation as Pwr 1 . Psh 2 is located in the central part of the nova at 800-900 m altitude and is rather radar dark. Psh 2 embays Nodf, Psh 1 , Pwr 1 and young fracturing of the nova. Psh 2 has a very different contact with Pwr 1 and different radar brightness than Psh 1 . We cannot clearly establish the relationship between Psh 2 and Pwr 2 ; they may have formed simultaneously.
[59] Pwr 1 -2 and Psh 2 are deformed by a network of wrinkle ridges that mostly strike NE and are up to 90-120 km long, 1 -2 km wide, and have ridge to ridge spacing of $10-15 km. To the SW of the nova, they are more prominent (with widths of up to 4 -5 km) and are approximately concentric to the nova. These ridges are located in the concentric depression, in pieces of the annulus, and also on the surrounding plains. A graben system is located on the rise slope concentric to the nova. Graben are 40-50 km long and 4 -5 km wide and cut Nodf, Psh 2 and Pwr 1 . Unclear are the age relationships between graben, wrinkle ridges on plains, ridges to the SW of the nova, and young nova radial fracturing.
[60] Two visible stages of radial fracturing occurred during the evolution of the nova. The nova started to form with formation of Nodf prior to emplacement of Pwr. Young radial fracturing of nova occurred between formation of Pwr 1 and Pwr 2 . Wrinkle ridge deformation occurred after formation of young nova fracturing. Ridges, which are concentric to the nova, were formed simultaneously or after regional wrinkle ridges. The latest activity associated with this nova (formation of concentric graben) is observed after formation of Psh 2 .
Annular Novae Subtype 2
[61] A typical example of the second subtype of annular novae is Didilia Corona (18.5°N, 37.5°E) (D $ 250 km) (Figure 11 ), which is located in Eistla Regio. This nova has a central upraised part and a rather elevated annulus concentric to the center of the nova. The central rise is elevated above the interior part of the nova by about 1.2-1.4 km, while the concentric annulus is elevated above the surrounding areas by about 1.4-1.6 km, with the central part being $300 -400 m higher than the annulus. The slope of the central rise is up to 2.5-3°, whereas the external slopes of the annulus are usually 0.5 -1°, but in some cases up to 3°.
[62] Nodf is located in the central rise and in the elevated annulus of the nova at 2 -2.8 km altitude; it is rather radar bright due to intense deformation. Nodf is deformed by dense fracturing, which is radial to the nova center; fractures are mostly straight and parallel, with fracture to fracture spacing up to 300-500 m. Sometimes graben are observed, and these are usually 3 -5 km wide and up to 100-120 km long. In the E part of the annulus, Nodf is deformed by tectonic structures which are represented by graben and normal faults and are concentric to the nova center. Graben are 4 -6 km in width and 50-70 km long. In the SE corner of the studied area a piece of the same unit is observed which belongs to the annulus of Pavlova Corona; the morphology of fracturing is the same as the Nodf described above. Although materials of both Didilia and Pavlova Coronae are embayed by Ps 2 -Pl, the relative age of the two structures cannot be determined. Nodf is embayed by Pwr, Ps 1 , and Ps 2 -Pl, and is covered by Sp + Ss.
[63] Rb is located in the SW corner of the area studied at 1-1.5 km altitude and is rather radar bright. Rb is deformed by long (up to 100-150 km) and broad (up to 5 -7 km) Figure 11a ( Figure 11c ) and geologic map shown in Figure 11b (Figure 11d) ; view is toward SSE, vertical exaggeration x25; (e) correlation chart.
ridges with ridge to ridge spacing up to 10-20 km, and a strike of the ridges to the NW. Rb is embayed by Pwr. Rb and Nodf are not in contact, so we cannot determine the relative ages of these units.
[64] Both Rb and Nodf are embayed by Pwr which is located in the NE, NW and W parts of the area at 0.7-1.5 km elevation and is rather radar dark. Pwr is deformed by a network of regional wrinkle ridges, which are usually 150 -200 km long and 2 -4 km wide, with ridge to ridge spacing of up to 20-30 km. The strike of the ridges is mostly concentric to the nova. To the NE of the structure, long narrow graben are observed which extend from the nova center for more than 200 km, they are close to radial to the nova and are apparently nova-related; graben are 2 -3 km wide, cut Nodf and Pwr materials and are radial to the nova. Pwr is also deformed by regional fracturing, which does not have connection with nova activity. The strike of this fracturing is variable. These fractures are up to several hundreds of kilometers long and have fracture to fracture spacing from 4 -5 km up to 20-30 km. Pwr is embayed by Ps 1 and Ps 2 -Pl.
[65] Ps 1 is located to the N of the nova at 0.8-1.1 km altitude and is rather radar dark. Ps 1 is deformed by a regional fracture system striking NE, with a fracture to fracture spacing of $6 -10 km. Ps 1 is embayed by Ps 2 -Pl. Ps 2 -Pl is located inside the nova annulus and forms lobate outflows on the slopes outside the nova. We are unable to subdivide consistently these two materials at this scale and thus we combine them into one unit. Ps 2 -Pl is situated $1-2 km altitude and has variable radar brightness, from intermediate in the central part of the nova to rather radar bright on the periphery. Some lobate lava flows extend for distances of up to 170-200 km from the nova rise. The unit is deformed by only a few local fractures that are mostly radial to the nova center and are located to the N from the nova center and to the S from the nova annulus. Ps 2 -Pl is covered by Sp + Ss. In the SW part of the nova annulus radar bright areas are observed, whose material overlaps Nodf and Ps 2 -Pl. In some cases within these areas radar bright and dark streaks are observed which can be interpreted as wind streaks. We map it as a separate unit and interpret this material to be of aeolian origin (Sp + Ss).
[66] Several stages of evolution can be distinguished in this nova. The radial fracturing of nova located in the central rise of the nova, as well as in the elevated annulus, occurred mostly before the emplacement and deformation of Pwr. The concentric fractures in the annulus were also formed before Pwr emplacement, but after radial fracture formation. After Pwr emplacement, nova activity was focused in the formation of separate fractures radial to the construct and in the emplacement of Ps 2 -Pl.
Summary of Annular Novae Population
[67] The radial fracturing of novae of this class is the same as that of upraised novae in terms of both morphology and behavior. Four novae have one generation of radial fracturing (25%; hereafter percents are shown for annular novae) and 12 novae (75%) have two or more visible generations of radial fracturing. The radial fractures may be embayed by material of different types of volcanic plains, and covered by material of eolian deposits, or by ejecta or outflow of impact craters. In 4 novae (25%) the last radial fracturing is not embayed by any material.
[68] Concentric deformation structures are observed in some of these novae, and are represented by ridges and graben. These structures are located mostly in the annulus structure. Six novae show the existence of concentric ridges (37.5%) and in 3 novae concentric graben are observed (18.7%). One nova (6.3%) has both concentric extensional and compressional structures. Concentric tectonic structures and the elevated annulus of this type of novae may or may not be embayed by some material. Radial fracturing of nova may deform the annulus. Concentric compressional structures are usually younger than most of the radial nova fracturing. In some cases the last nova radial fracturing deforms concentric compressional structures.
[69] Twelve novae (75%) started to form before Pwr emplacement and 3 novae (18.7%) completed their visible activity before Pwr formation. Thirteen novae (81.3%) of this class were active after Pwr emplacement. Five novae (31.2%) show association with rift zones, but rift structures have no visible influence on the novae shape.
Flat and Negative Novae
[70] There are 15 structures in this class (24.2% of novae studied) and their average diameter is 192 ± 50 km (Table 4,  Table 6 ). The central parts of these novae are usually flat (Figure 3e) . One of the two having prominent negative relief is up to 2.5 km deep relative to the periphery.
H'Uraru Corona
[71] A typical example of flat novae is a structure called H'Uraru corona (D $ 225 km) (9°N, 68°E) (Figure 12 ), which is located to the N of Manatum Tessera. The shape of this nova is approximately flat. Some variations in topography are observed within the nova, but are only $500 m in elevation.
[72] Pdf is located on the N flank of the nova at 700 -800 m altitude and is radar bright because of intense deformation by straight fractures, which strike to the NW and have fracture to fracture spacing of $300 -500 m. Pdf is embayed by Nodf, Pwr and Ps. Rb has the same stratigraphic position, is located in the SW and W parts of the area studied at 0.7 -2 km altitude and is exposed as elongated kipukas, which are embayed by younger material. Rb has an intermediate radar brightness and is deformed by long (up to 100-130 km) and broad (up to 10-15 km) ridges, which mostly have W and WNW strike. Rb is embayed by Nodf and Pwr. Nodf is located in the central part of the nova and to the S, SE and N from the center of the feature. Nodf is rather radar bright due to intense deformation by straight radial fractures, with fracture to fracture spacing of $1 -1.5 km. These fractures also deform Pdf and Rb. Nodf is embayed by Psh, Pwr, and Ps.
[73] Pwr occupies most of the area and is located at 0.6-2.1 km altitude. Pwr has rather low radar brightness and is deformed by a regional network of wrinkle ridges which are up to 130 -150 km long and up to 2 -5 km wide. The strike of the ridges is variable; they also cut Nodf and Psh.
[74] Psh is located at 1.1-1.3 km altitude at the S flank of the nova. Psh is rather radar dark, and within this unit are observed separate volcanoes with diameters 1.5-6.5 km. The relationship of this unit with Pwr is unclear, but wrinkle ridges deform Psh. We can conclude that Psh was formed before wrinkle ridge formation, and Psh and Pwr were formed rather close to each other in time. They may have Figure 12a ( Figure 12c ) and geologic map shown in Figure 12b (Figure 12d) ; view is toward NW, vertical exaggeration x20; (e) correlation chart. different ages as we have observed in other areas, but we cannot establish that here. Young radial fracturing of the nova deforms Psh and Pwr. This fracturing is less prominent than the older one and is located on the S flank of the nova only. It is represented by long straight fractures, which cut also Rb. Fracture to fracture spacing of this system is 3.5-5 km.
[75] To the S of the nova are observed several regional fractures that are mostly represented by graben. The strike of these fractures is NW; they are up to 50-80 km long. These fractures cut Nodf, Psh, and Pwr. Pwr on the N flank of the nova is embayed by the Ps unit, which is located at 500 -800 m altitude. Ps is radar dark and is not deformed. This material embays Nodf, Pdf and Pwr. The latest geological activity documented in the area is seen in the formation of aeolian deposits. Within these deposits, separate diffuse streaks up to 180-200 km long and 5 -8 km wide are observed, and these are interpreted as wind streaks. These deposits mostly cover material of Pwr and Ps to the W and N from the nova. The structure of underlying units can be seen through these deposits, which indicates the thinness of this material, and therefore we do not map it as a separate stratigraphic unit at this scale. This nova records two visible stages of radial fracture formation, mostly before Pwr emplacement. The last stage of nova activity, which occurred after formation of Pwr, was much less important than the first phase.
Unnamed Nova
[76] One of the negative structures is an unnamed nova (8.5°S, 106.5°E) (D $ 130 km) ( Figure 13 ) located in Ovda Regio in the N part of Aphrodite Terra. This nova has prominent funnel-like negative relief. The center of the nova is depressed relative to the periphery by 2 -3 km, with slopes of the central nova depression of up to 2 -3°. To the SW of the nova are located several smaller depressions with depths up to 2 -2.5 km, relative to the edges.
[77] The oldest stratigraphic unit in this area is Tt, which is located in the NW corner of the area studied at 3 -5 km altitude and occupies the most elevated areas. Tt is very radar bright because of the extremely intense deformation by fracturing mostly with a NE strike, with fracture to fracture spacing of 500 -800 m. Another fracture system has a NW strike, with fracture to fracture spacing of 1 -10 km. Tt is embayed by Pdf and Ps 1 .
[78] Pdf is located mostly on the change of slope of the nova depression at 1.8 -3 km altitude. There are some pieces of Pdf in the SE part of the area. Here Pdf is located at 3 -5 km altitude. Pdf has a high radar brightness because of intense deformation. Around the depression Pdf is deformed mostly by dense radial fracturing of nova, with fracture to fracture spacing of 1 -2 km. Part of this fracturing is composed of graben which usually are up to 60-70 km long and up to 3-5 km wide. These fractures also deform Tt and extend away from the nova center for more than 200 km. Another fracture system is concentric to the nova, deforms Pdf, and is located on the flexure of the nova depression. It is represented mostly by graben which are usually up to 70-80 km long and 3 -5 km wide. In the SE area, most fracturing with a NE strike deforms Pdf; fracture to fracture spacing is 1 -2 km. Pdf is embayed by Ps 1 .
[79] Ps 1 is located in the central part of the nova depression and in rather low areas in the S part of the area. Ps 1 is located mostly at lower altitude relative to Tt and Pdf. Ps 1 is rather radar dark. Young radial fracturing of the nova deforms Ps 1 , and this fracture system has fracture to fracture spacing of 1 -3 km and also deforms Pdf and Tt. Part of it is represented by graben which are usually up to 50-80 km long and 2-3 km wide. In depressions to the SW of the nova, extensional fracturing is also observed. This fracture system is represented mostly by narrow graben which conform to the edges of depressions. Ps 1 is embayed by Ps 2 . Ps 2 is radar dark and is located at 300-900 m altitude on the floors of depressions to the S of the nova. Ps 2 is deformed by small ridges, which are generally radial to the depression edges.
[80] This nova had two visible stages of formation. In the first stage, dense radial and concentric extensional fractures were formed, and in the second stage, only radial extensional fracturing occurred. The lower limit of this nova activity is not clear in the area studied. In neighboring areas Ps 1 embays Pwr, and in the mapped area Ps 1 is deformed by nova radial fracturing; thus this nova was active after Pwr emplacement.
Summary of Flat and Negative Novae
[81] Extensional fracturing and graben comprise the radial structures of these novae. The morphology and behavior of this radial fracturing are the same as radial fracturing of the novae classes previously described. All novae of this class have two or more generations of radial extensional fracturing. Radial fracturing may be embayed by different volcanic plains or covered by material of aeolian deposits, or by ejecta of impact craters. In 2 novae (13.3%; hereafter percents are shown for flat and negative novae) the last stage of radial fracturing is not covered.
[82] Concentric features are observed in part of these novae and are made up of both extensional and compressional tectonic structures. Ten novae (66.7%) have concentric graben and normal faults, and in 2 novae (13.3%) concentric ridges are observed. Two novae (13.3%) have both concentric extensional and concentric compressional tectonic structures. Commonly some material embays them.
[83] Six novae (40%) started to form before Pwr emplacement and 1 nova (6.7%) completed its activity before that time. Apparently, 93.3% of flat and negative novae were active after emplacement of Pwr. Six novae of this class (40%) show association with rift zones, but rift structures have no visible influence on the nova shape.
Plateau-Like Novae
[84] There are 15 structures in this class (24.2% of novae studied) ( Table 5, Table 6 ), and their average diameter is 179 ± 51 km. The plateau-like rise of these novae is elevated above the surrounding areas by up to 1 -2 km (Figure 3f ). In this class of structures we consider five novae as transitional between upraised novae and plateau-like.
Maram Corona
[85] One of the typical plateau-like structures is a nova called Maram Corona (7.5°S, 221°E), (D $ 130 km) (Figures 14a and 14b) , which is located on the S flank of Khicheda Chasma, part of Parga Chasmata. This nova has a clear plateau-like shape. The N flank of the plateau is higher than the central part and the S flank. The nova is located on the edge of a rift valley which strikes E-W. The width of the rift valley is 250 -300 km and it is up to 4.5-4.8 km deep relative to the surrounding plains. The elevation of the N part of the nova plateau above the floor of the rift valley is 5.1-5.3 km, while the elevation of central and S parts of the plateau above the surrounding plain is 1 -1.5 km. The slope of the nova plateau to the rift valley is up to 4 -8°, to the surrounding plains up to 1 -2°. To the S of the nova plateau, a shallow trough is observed, with a depth up to 700 -900 m. This trough surrounds the S part of the nova plateau.
[86] Pdf is located mostly in the S part of the area studied, although some pieces of Pdf are observed in the N and W parts. Pdf is located at 0 -1.8 km altitude and is rather radar bright because of intense deformation. Pdf is deformed by densely spaced, mostly parallel fractures with fracture to fracture spacing of hundreds of meters (100 -300 m and less). The strike of this fracturing is variable, but mostly N-NE. Pdf is embayed by Pwr and Ps-Pl 1 . Psh is located in the N part of the area studied, lying at 1.4-1.8 km altitude. Psh has intermediate radar brightness and forms separate volcanic fields in the NE part of the area, which are embayed by Pwr. Separate volcanic constructs with slightly sloping flanks and diameters from 2 -4 km to 11 -15 km are observed. In the NW part of the area Psh is observed as a less deformed tectonic remnant in the densely deformed rift zone.
[87] Pwr is located in the SW and NE corners of the area, is rather radar dark, and is located at 0 -1.9 km altitude. Pwr is deformed by a regional network of wrinkle ridges which mostly strike NW, are up to 150-200 km long and 3 -4 km wide, with ridge to ridge spacing of up to 10-30 km. Pwr is also deformed by a fracture system. This fracturing strikes NNE in the S part of the area studied and NNW in the N part. Fracturing has fracture to fracture spacing of up to 2 -3 km and also cuts Pdf and Psh. Pwr embays Pdf and Psh and is embayed by Ps-Pl 1 . The age relationship of Pdf and Psh is unclear because these units have no contact, but Psh is located very close to Pdf and is not deformed by the dense fracturing of Pdf, and thus Psh is younger than Pdf.
[88] Nodf is located in the central and N parts of the nova plateau rise at 2.5-4.8 km altitude and is radar bright because of dense radial fracturing; fracture to fracture spacing is 200 -300 m and less. Nodf is embayed by Ps-Pl 1 . The age relationship between Nodf and Psh, Pwr, Pdf are not clear; we can note that Nodf is older than the Ps-Pl 1 .
[89] Ps-Pl 1 is located in the central part of the area at 1.5-2.8 km altitude. At this scale of mapping we cannot separate lobate and smooth plains. Ps-Pl 1 is generally radar dark, and only several radar bright lobate flows are visible on the background of radar dark smooth plains. Ps-Pl 1 is located in the nova plateau and also composes the surrounding plains. It is deformed by two fracture systems. The first radiates from the center of the nova and has a fracture to fracture spacing of 1 -2 km in the central part of the structure and up to 6 -10 km on the flanks. Fractures and narrow graben mostly represent the radial structures of the nova. This fracturing extends away from the nova center for 250 -300 km and is denser to the N of the nova but runs for longer distances to the S-SE. Another fracture system is connected with the rift. Denser fracturing is observed in the central parts of the rift valley, with fracture to fracture spacing in the central parts of the rift up to several hundreds of meters (200-300 m and less) and even larger on the flanks. Some of the fractures extend away from the rift valley for 300 -400 km. This fracturing cuts units described above, as well as young radial fracturing. We do not see the nature of the material that is deformed by the rift, and we therefore mapped this area as a tectonic feature.
[90] Part of the rift fractures surrounds the nova plateau rise. These fractures are represented mostly by normal faults and usually are located in the rift valley and on the margins of the nova plateau. This fracturing is denser in the N part of the nova, which neighbors the rift, and has a lower density in the S part of the nova, where it is also concentrated on the nova plateau margin, and in the shallow trough to the S of the nova. On the N flank of the nova, rift fracturing cuts off both pieces of Nodf and Ps-Pl 1 . These blocks are less deformed by rift fracturing, and in the backside of these blocks numerous graben and normal faults are observed; apparently these blocks sloped down to the rift valley. In the rift valley itself some blocks or tectonic remnants of somewhat less deformed material are observed, such as blocks of Psh and Ps-Pl 1 . Part of the rift fractures cut the nova through from W-NW to E-SE without any changes in strike. This fracturing is represented mostly by long narrow graben, which are up to 300 -400 km long and about 3 -5 km wide.
[91] In the SE part of the area, the rift fractures are embayed by radar bright material of Pl 2 and Pl 3 located at 0.8-2 km altitude. Some of the rift fractures are embayed by Pl 2 and some cut it. Pl 3 embays all visible rift fractures. Rift activity started after formation of Ps-Pl 1 , the Pl 2 unit formed simultaneously with rift activity, and Pl 3 embays rift fractures.
[92] Two visible stages of radial fracture formation occurred during the evolution of this nova. Before formation of the Ps-Pl 1 unit, dense radial fracturing of the nova was occurring. After Ps-Pl 1 emplacement, a second generation of radial fracturing occurs. The rift zone began to form after nova formation. We see clear evidence for activity of this nova only after Pwr emplacement.
Oduduva Corona
[93] Another example of a plateau-like structure is Oduduva Corona (D $ 200 km) (11°S, 211°E) (Figure 15 ), which is located to the NE of Wawalag Planitia and is a part of Veleda Linea. The nova is located in the rift that strikes WSW-ENE. In some places the rift valley is up to 2.3-2.5 km deep relative to the surrounding plains. The plateaulike part of the nova is elevated 1.5 -2 km above the surrounding plains and rift structure. Shallow troughs are observed around the nova, mostly to the N and S and are 0.5-1.5 km deep relative to the surrounding plains. Slopes of the nova are up to 10-13°.
[94] Pdf is located mostly in the SE corner of the area studied, at 1.5 -1.7 km altitude; some pieces of Pdf are observed close to the rift zone and in the N part of the area at 2 -2.2 km altitude. Pdf is rather radar bright because of intense deformation by features that mostly strike NW, with fracture to fracture spacing of 0.5 -2 km. Another fracture system has larger fracture to fracture spacing (4 -8 km) and strikes approximately WSW, with some variations. Pdf is embayed by Ps 1 -Pl and is overlapped by Cu of the impact crater Izakay.
[95] Ps 1 -Pl occupies most of the area; it is located at 1.2-1.6 km altitude and is mostly radar dark. Radar bright lobate Figure 14a ; (c) correlation chart. (Figures 14d  and 14f ) Perspective views of SAR image shown in Figure 14a and (Figures 14e and 14g ) geologic map shown in Figure 14b ; (d and e) view is toward E; (f and g) view is toward SW, vertical exaggeration x15. flows are concentrated in some places, especially around the nova. We can not clearly separate Ps and Pl, at this scale, therefore we combine these materials into one unit. Ps 1 -Pl is deformed by several fracture systems, including rift fracturing and late nova-associated fracturing.
[96] The rift strikes from WSW to ENE; the zone of dense deformation is up to 230 km wide. Fracture to fracture spacing within the rift is 200-300 m and less. We cannot determine the nature of material that is being deformed inside the rift, and therefore we mapped this structure as a tectonic feature. More and less deformed parts of the rift are observed, and in some parts of the rift a possible volcanic embayment contact is seen with one unit more deformed than the other. We can subdivide two types of rift terrain or tectonic zones. The first zone (Rt 1 ) is deformed more densely than the second one (Rt 2 ), and Rt 2 in some places cuts material which composes and is densely deformed within Rt 1 . Ps 1 -Pl mostly embays the Rt 1 zone and is deformed by structures of Rt 2 . This suggests that Rt 1 is relatively older than Rt 2 .
[97] Nodf is observed in the central part of the rift. It is located at 2.5-2.7 km altitude, mostly on the flat top of the plateau-like nova rise. Nodf is rather radar bright because of intense deformation by radial fracturing of nova, with fracture to fracture spacing of 200 m and less. Nodf is deformed by young rift fracturing at the nova plateau margins. The latest nova radial fracturing also deforms Nodf and extends away from the nova for 120-150 km, mostly to the N and S. Young rift fracturing cuts Pdf, the majority of Ps 1 -Pl, the latest fracturing of nova, and is embayed only by several lobate flows of Ps 1 -Pl, by the majority of Ps 2 and is covered by Cu. Ps 2 also embay Nodf and the young radial fracturing of nova. Cu of Izakay impact crater (D $ 10.2 km) is radar bright and overlies Pdf, Ps 1 -Pl, and young rift fracturing. The crater is located at $1 km altitude [Schaber et al., 1998 ].
[98] This nova was formed during several stages. In early stages, the first generation of radial fracturing of nova is forming on the background of old rift zone evolution (Rt 1 ). After formation of the majority of the Ps 1 -Pl unit, on the background of young rift zone evolution (Rt 2 ) the second generation of radial fracturing of nova forms. Part of the young nova radial fracturing composes the young rift fracturing. We cannot define the relation with Pwr within the area studied, but in neighboring areas the Ps 1 -Pl unit embays Pwr. Therefore we see only evidence for activity of the nova after Pwr emplacement.
Unnamed Novae
[99] As examples of transitional novae between upraised and plateau-like we consider two unnamed novae (17°S, 203.5°E and 16°S, 205.5°E) (Figure 16 ), which are located in the N part of Wawalag Planitia in Jokwa Linea. Hereafter Figure 15a (Figure 15c ) and geologic map shown in Figure 15b (Figure 15d) ; view is toward WSW, vertical exaggeration x10; (e) correlation chart.
we will call the nova at 17°S, 203.5°E nova 1 (D $ 150 km), and the nova at 16°S, 205.5°E nova 2 (D $ 100 km). Both of these two novae are located in the rift zone. Nova 1 is located in a rather deep rift valley in the center of the area studied. The central part of the nova is located at the same altitude as the shoulders of the rift, at 1 -1.1 km above the surrounding plains. Between the elevated central part of the nova and the elevated periphery of the nova, which is located on the rift shoulders, rift troughs are observed which surround the elevated central part of the nova and are up to 2 km deep relative to the nova rise and the rift shoulders. The slopes of this nova rise are up to 5 -8°. Nova 2 is located on the rift zone also in the NE corner of the area. The central part of the nova is elevated 1.3-1.4 km above the surrounding plains. The shallow troughs that surround the central part of the nova are 700 -800 m deep. The slopes of the nova rise are up to 2 -4°.
[100] Tt is located to the SW from nova 1 and in the SE corner of the area at 1100-1200 m altitude. Tt is radar bright due to intense deformation. Tt is represented by kipukas of densely deformed material with sizes up to 60 Â 60 km; these are embayed from all sides by younger material. Densest fracturing strikes NE and fracture to fracture spacing is $1 -1.5 km; lower density fracturing strikes NW and fracture to fracture spacing is $6-10 km. Psh is located to the N and to the S from the rift at 1 -1.2 km altitude. Separate shield volcanic fields are embayed by younger material (Pwr, Ps 1 ). Psh has intermediate radar brightness and is sometimes deformed by a fracture system, as in the shield field to the SW of nova 1. The strike of this fracture system is NE and fracture to fracture spacing is $2-3 km.
[101] Pwr is located to the S and N of the rift. Pwr is radar dark and is located at 700 -1500 m altitude. Pwr embays Tt and Psh. Pwr is deformed by a regional network of wrinkle ridges which are usually 30-60 km long, 0.5-1.5 km wide and have a ridge to ridge spacing of $7 -20 km. Most of the wrinkle ridges strike NNW and also deform Psh. Fracturing of both the rift and nova 1 deforms Pwr. The rift strikes WSW-NNE and is 60-70 km wide. Nova fracturing composes part of the rift structures. Nova fractures, radial to the nova center in its central part, change strike to parallel the rift fracturing and gradually proceed to the rift fracturing at the periphery. Some fractures of the nova to the N and to the S cross rift structures and extend away from the rift zone for 120 -150 km. Fracture to fracture spacing in the central part of nova is 200 -300 m and less. The same fracture to fracture spacing of rift fracturing is observed inside the rift zone without nova structure. In the central parts of the rift we cannot identify the nature of the precursor unit to the extremely highly deformed material, and we therefore mapped these structure as tectonic. To the sides of the rift, fracture spacing becomes greater. Most of the rift fractures cut Pwr and are embayed by Ps 1 -2 and Pl 1 -2 , but some of the fractures cut Pl 1 and Ps 1 . Some fractures, which are parallel to the rift, are observed to the S and to the N of the valley at distances of more than 200-250 km.
[102] Units of Ps and Pl alternate. Ps 1 is located in the NW corner of the area at 1 -1.2 km altitude. Ps 1 is radar dark and embays Psh, Pwr and most rift and nova 1 fracturing. However, part of the rift and nova 1 fracturing cut Ps 1 . The unit is embayed by material of lobate plains Pl 1 -2 . Ps 2 is discussed below. Pl 1 is located on the slopes of the rift shoulders to the N and to the S of nova 1 at 1.2-1.5 km altitude, and to the N of nova 2. Pl 1 is made up of long (up to 70-90 km) radar-bright lava flows, which embay most of the rift fractures but are deformed by some of them. On the S flank of the rift, several generations of lava flows are observed. Ps 2 is located in the rift zone at 600 -800 m altitude. Ps 2 is radar dark and embays rift fracturing and Pwr. Ps 2 is not deformed by rift fracturing and nova 1 fracturing, but is deformed by radial fracturing of nova 2. Radial fracturing of nova 2 has fracture to fracture spacing of 2 -4 km in the central part of the nova and 6-10 km at the periphery. This fracturing also cuts rift structures. Pl 2 has a radar bright surface and is located on the N slope of the rift shoulder and to the N of nova 2. Pl 2 is located at 1.2 -1.7 km altitude and embays Pwr, Ps 1 and Pl 1 , rift fracturing, and nova 2 radial fracturing. Pl 2 is not deformed.
[103] Both to the S and to the N of the rift zone, dark areas with diffuse borders are located. Within these areas rather radar dark and bright streaks 30-50 km long and 1 -3 km wide are observed. The strike of these streaks is NW to the S of the rift and NE to the N of the rift; these are interpreted as wind streaks of aeolian deposits. The structure of underlying units appears through these deposits, which indicates the thinness of this material; we therefore do not separate it into a specific stratigraphic unit.
[104] Impact crater Fouquet (D $ 47.8 km) is located in the N part of the area at 1 km altitude. To the S of the rift, crater Loretta (D $ 13.5 km) is located at 900 m altitude [Schaber et al., 1998 ]. Cu is extremely radar bright and overlies Psh, Pwr and Ps 1 and is not deformed.
[105] Nova 1 started to form after Pwr emplacement, in close association with rift formation. The latest activity of this nova is observed after emplacement of Ps 1 and before Pl 1 . Nova 2 began and finished its formation after Ps 2 emplacement and before formation of Pl 2 .
Summary of Plateau-Like Novae Population
[106] The radial fracturing of novae of this class is the same as that of previously described novae classes in terms of both morphology and behavior. In just 2 transitional novae (13.3%, hereafter percents are shown for plateau-like novae), one generation of radial fracturing is observed, and in the other 13 novae (86.7%), two or more stages of radial fracturing formation were identified.
[107] Most plateau-like novae (80%) have concentric extensional structures which are represented by graben and normal faults and are located on the nova plateau Figure 16a (Figure 16c ) and geologic map shown in Figure 16b (Figure 16d) ; view is toward WSW, vertical exaggeration x20, on the foreground is nova 2, on the background is nova 1; (e) correlation chart.
margins. Three novae (20%) without this fracturing belong to the novae that we consider as transitional. Three novae (20%) show the existence of both concentric extensional and compressional structures.
[108] All these novae are located in rift zones. Rift structures influence the shape of the novae; rift troughs usually surround plateau-like rises of novae. The rift controls the shape of the novae. Three types of age relationship of these novae with rift zones are observed: (1) nova predating rift zone activity; rift structures cut nova structures; orientations of radial fracturing do not depend on orientation of rift structures; (2) nova forming simultaneously with rift zone evolution; orientation of nova radial fracturing depend on the orientation of rift structures; nova fracturing partly composes rift fracturing; part of nova fractures may extend away in a direction normal to the rift zone for hundreds of kilometers; (3) nova postdating rift activity; orientation of nova radial fracturing does not depend on orientation of rift structures.
[109] We considered 5 novae as transitional between upraised and plateau-like on the basis of the following reasoning: these novae are located in the rift zones and are surrounded by rift troughs, but the rise of these novae, in contrast to other novae of this class, has no clear plateaulike shape. We did not find any structures in plateau-like novae, which are embayed by Pwr. This suggests that these novae started to form after Pwr formation or that traces of pre-Pwr nova activity were erased by subsequent nova or rift activity.
Summary of Key Observations

Radial Fracturing of Novae
[110] The radial fracturing that define novae as a class of features has the following characteristics: (1) Dense radial fracturing is usual for all novae; most of them have several visible generations of radial fracturing (usually two, up to three); fracture to fracture spacing systematically increases from older generations to younger. The effect of ''multiple radial fracturing'' may be created by partial embayment of one stage of fracturing by volcanic plains, but we do not see extensive evidence for that. (2) These fracture systems are characterized by straight, long extensional fractures and narrow graben, which radiate from the centers of the nova rises and are mostly located in the central elevated parts and on the flanks of novae; part of radial novae fracturing extends away from the nova rises for hundreds of kilometers. (3) In many cases young radial fracturing of novae is the source of lobate lava flows, which in some cases emerge at the same elevation on nova slopes; this is true only for the youngest generation of radial fracturing, because older generations are usually observed as kipukas embayed by younger material. (4) The distribution of radial fractures of numerous novae is asymmetric, and mostly bilateral.
Four Topographic Classes of Novae are Observed
[111] (1) Upraised novae ( Figure 3 ): an upraised topographic profile, transitional between cone-like and domelike; some of the novae have concentric compressional and/ or extensional structures. (2) Annular novae: have an elevated central part and rather elevated annulus concentric to the nova center. Two subtypes of annular novae are observed: the first subtype has radial extensional fracturing in the elevated central parts of the novae and mostly concentric compressional structures at their annulae and periphery, the youngest radial fracturing is usually younger than the concentric compressional structures. The second subtype has radial extensional fracturing in the elevated central parts and in the annulae of novae and concentric extensional fracturing in the annulae; concentric fracturing is usually younger than the radial fracturing. (3) Flat and negative novae: flat, irregular shapes. Some of these have prominent negative relief. A small number of concentric structures are seen in flat novae and negative novae have concentric extensional structures. (4) Plateau-like novae: prominent plateau-like topography or shapes transitional to plateau-like. These are located in rift zones, and most of them have concentric graben and normal fault systems apparently formed under the influence of the rift zone. Three types of relationship between these novae and rift structures are observed: nova predates rift zone formation, nova forms simultaneously with rift evolution, nova postdates rift zone activity.
Location on Planet
[112] Novae are located (Figure 2 ) mostly in areas of regional volcanic rises and rift zones (Figures 2 and 17 ) [Price, 1995; Basilevsky and Head, 2000b] , and some concentration is observed in the Beta-Atla-Themis triangle region [Crumpler et al., 1993; Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] . A small number of novae are located on the lowlands without any connection with other regional volcanic-tectonic structures like rifts, volcanic rises or coronae. Most lowlands are sites of accumulations of regional plains with wrinkle ridges [Ivanov and Head, 2001] and thus some novae might be buried by these deposits and not currently visible.
Relationship of Novae With Rifts and Associated Volcanism
[113] Most novae of all classes show an association with rift zones (Figure 17 ) and display the following relationships: (1) rift does not have a visible influence on topography of upraised, annular, flat and negative novae; (2) rift has a visible influence on the topography of plateau-like novae; rift troughs surround novae constructions and form their shape. Most of the volcanic activity of novae is seen in lobate lava outflows, which is usual both for novae which are located inside and outside of rift zones. With some novae small shield volcanoes and their clusters are connected. Large amounts of volcanism are common for upraised, annular and plateau-like novae.
Main Distinctions From Other Radial-Concentric Volcanic-Tectonic Structures
[114] 1. Coronae: Radial fracturing is observed in only part of the coronae population. Coronae have more varied shapes and concentric annulae are common [e.g., Pronin and Stofan, 1990; Stofan and Head, 1990; Nikishin et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992 Stofan et al., , 1997 Janes et al., 1992; Squyres et al., 1992; Glaze et al., 2002] . The evolution of part of the novae may lead to formation of corona-like features or annular novae, but numerous novae completed their evolu-tion without formation of a morphologic or structural concentric annulus.
[115] 2. Arachnoids and calderas: The majority of arachnoids have radial ridge patterns, and the majority of calderas have concentric fracture patterns; a very small portion of the arachnoid and caldera population has radial extensional fracturing [Head et al., 1992; Aittola and Kostama, 2000; Törmanen and Kauhanen, 1994; Krassilnikov and Head, 2003; Pace and Krassilnikov, 2003] . Numerous novae have concentric compressional structures, which is unusual for arachnoids and calderas. Almost all arachnoids and all calderas have negative relief, while most novae have positive relief.
[116] 3. Volcanoes: Judging by the large amount of associated volcanism, some novae could be described as volcanic constructions, but in contrast to volcanoes, much more numerous tectonic features commonly characterize novae. Volcanoes show a dominance of volcanic activity, while novae show a dominance of tectonic activity.
Period of Novae Activity
[117] Part of the population (40.3%) began to form before Pwr emplacement (Figure 18 ), 11.3% completed their activity before Pwr formation, and 88.7% were active after Pwr emplacement. Some of the post-Pwr novae may start before Pwr emplacement, but evidence of that may have been erased by later nova or rift activity.
Stratigraphic Sequence
[118] In all local areas studied the sequence of geological units is generally similar. Our findings are consistent with the model of regular changes in style of predominantly regional to global geological processes in the observed history of Venus [Basilevsky and Head, 1995a , 1995b , 2000a .
Mechanisms and Scenarios of Novae Evolution
[119] The formation of novae is interpreted by different authors to be the result of updoming and fracturing of the surface of Venus due to the dynamic and thermal influence of hot mantle diapirs on the upper part of the lithosphere [e.g., Janes et al., 1992; Squyres et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992 Stofan et al., , 1997 . The term diapir has been used to describe some mantle plumes in which a mass of material in the mantle rises because of its buoyancy [e.g., Condie, 2001] . Mantle diapir is used to describe a small mantle plume (<300 km across) that never developed a tail or lost its tail and thus ceases to grow [Herrik, 1999; Condie, 2001 ]. We will use the term diapir because the diameter of novae structures is usually between 100 and 300 km [Head et al., 1992; Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] , and the prominence of the structure on the surface may depend on the size of the plume head [Griffiths and Campbell, 1991] . We do not rule out that part of novae activity may be related to a normal plume (head + tail). In our interpretation we will also call on models of plume evolution [e.g., Whitehead, 1982; McKenzie, 1984; White and Mckenzie, 1989; Griffiths and Campbell, 1991; Mege and Ernst, 2001; Condie, 2001; Dombard et al., 2002] and radial dike emplacement from central magma sources associated with plumes [e.g., Ernst et al., 1995] .
[120] According to the interpretation of many authors [e.g., Janes et al., 1992; Squyres et al., 1992; Stofan et al., , 1997 Cyr and Melosh, 1993; Koch, 1994; Koch and Manga, 1996] , the mechanical uplift of the surface and the consequent increase of the area of the nova rise by the influence of the rising mantle diapir, cause extension and the formation of radial fracturing seen in novae. The diapir then flattens along a neutral buoyancy level (n 0 ), spreads laterally, and forms the corona structure. There are several geological Stofan et al., 1992 Stofan et al., , 1997 , geophysical Janes et al., 1992; Cyr and Melosh, 1993; Koch, 1994; Koch and Manga, 1996] and analogous tectonophysical [Krassilnikov et al., 1999 Krassilnikov, 2000 Krassilnikov, , 2001 Krassilnikov, , 2002 ] models of this scenario of novae and coronae evolution. Processes of nova formation above the rising hot mantle diapir, in the mechanical sense, are similar to the formation of deformation structures above rising and uplifting salt diapirs or to the formation of radial fractured domes on Earth. Therefore we also used the results of modeling of salt diapirism processes [e.g., Parker and McDowell, 1955; Ramberg, 1981; Davison et al., 1993] and radially fractured dome formation [e.g., Withjack and Scheiner, 1982] . In an attempt to understand the processes of novae gravitational relaxation, we used the results of geological observations and analogous tectonophysical modeling of gravitational spreading of volcanic constructions [Merle and Vendeville, 1995; Merle and Borgia, 1996; Borgia et al., 2000] . In developing our model of novae evolution, we built on the model of corona evolution described by Squyres et al. [1992] and Stofan et al. [1992 Stofan et al. [ , 1997 .
Mechanisms and Scenarios of Novae Evolution Outside of Rift Zones
[121] Upraised, annular, flat and negative novae are located outside the prominent influence of rift zones. As follows from models noted above a major factor of novae evolution is the position of the neutral buoyancy zone of the ascending mantle diapir (n 0 ). The mantle diapir is rising and trying to reach its neutral buoyancy level (n 0 ). Hereafter we will use term n 0 for the neutral buoyancy zone of the diapir. The position of each diapir depends on thermal, dynamical and compositional buoyancy of the diapir. We do not address the causes of diapir buoyancy [Kreslavsky, 1994; Hansen, 2001 ], but only the position of n 0 relative to the surface and the surface manifestation of the influence of the diapir on the lithosphere. 6.1.1. Upraised Novae
[122] As suggested by the modeling, a rising diapir of a given volume produces a more or less prominent topographic rise on the surface with the magnitude depending on position of n 0 (Figure 19) . The shallower n 0 is, the more prominent and steep-sloped is the relief of the nova and more dome-like. The deeper n 0 is, the lower the relief and less prominent is the topography and the more cone-like is the nova shape.
[123] Most authors consider nova radial fracturing as forming due to uplift on the surface and consequent increasing of the area of the nova rise. The central parts of the novae are elevated above the periphery for heights from several hundreds of meters up to 1 -2 kilometers, and diameters of novae are 100 -300 km [Head et al., 1992; Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] . The formation of such dense radial fracture systems described is hard to explain solely due to mechanical uplift of the surface by such small scales of topographic uplift. Dense radial fracture formation also was not observed in the analogous modeling of novae and upraised dome formation [Withjack and Scheiner, 1982; Krassilnikov et al., 1999 Krassilnikov et al., , 2001 Krassilnikov, 2001 Krassilnikov, , 2002 , nor in the influence of rising salt diapir on the overlying layers and observation of natural salt dome structures [e.g., Parker and McDowell, 1955; Ramberg, 1981; Davison et al., 1993] . According to these observations in the central parts of the dome, which is produced by uprising diapir, a ''broken plate'' structure or polygonal extensional fracture system forms.
[124] This discrepancy could be explained by an additional mechanism of formation of nova radial fracturing from the influence of the emplacement of radial dike swarms in association with diapiric magmatism. Radial dike swarms on the surface of Venus, Earth, and Mars are described in detail by different authors and this mechanism has previously been suggested for formation of radial fractured centers on Venus [Head et al., 1992; Parfitt and Head, 1993; Grosfils and Head, 1994a , 1994b , 1995 Ernst and Buchan, 1998; Koenig and Pollard, 1998; Ernst et al., 1995 Ernst et al., , 2001 Ernst et al., , 2003 ]. Studies of dike emplacement indicate that most dikes are injected laterally and occur as vertical slabs centered at levels of neutral buoyancy in the crust [Halls, 1982; Ernst et al., 1995; Grosfils and Head, 1994a , 1994b , 1995 Parfitt and Head, 1993; Wilson and Head, 2002] . Formation of these dike swarms occurs by increased pressure inside magmatic reservoirs centered along their n 0 for hundreds and thousands of kilometers around the chamber [Grosfils and Head, 1994a , 1994b , 1995 Parfitt and Head, 1993; Rubin and Pollard, 1988; Rubin, 1992; Wilson and Head, 2002; Scott et al., 2002] . Such reservoirs could readily be formed due to partial melting in the rising mantle diapir head, which results from adiabatic decompression during their rise near the base of the lithosphere. The numerical plume melting model by Ribe and Christiansen [1999] suggests that major melting occurs in a primary melting zone in the plume head or at a shallow level in the plume tail [Condie, 2001] .
[125] The following observations suggest that dike swarms emplacement is the dominant process in nova radial fracturing formation: (1) Part of the radial novae fractures extend away from the nova rise for hundreds of kilometers, well beyond the topographic uplift [Grosfils and Head, 1994a , 1994b , 1995 . (2) The central parts of many novae are elevated above the flanks for several hundreds of meters. However, since the diameters of these radial structures are hundreds of kilometers this upraised region is not high enough to produce dense radial fracturing by simple mechanical uplift of the surface. (3) Radial fractures and graben are straight and long, which is hard to achieve due to passive extension of upper parts of the lithosphere. (4) In many cases young radial fracturing associated with novae is the source of lobate lava flows. In some cases lobate flows emerge on the nova slopes from the same elevation, indicating a possible connection with the position of the magma chamber which is predicted to produce nova radial dike swarms. (5) We do not observe simultaneously developed radial and concentric extensional structures in the actual nova rises as predicted by models. Concentric extensional fractures of novae are always younger than radial fractures and appear to have a connection with the relaxation phase of nova evolution.
[126] As was described by Raitala [1999, 2002] radial fracturing of novae can occur in multiple phases. Most novae (81%) have several generations of radial fracturing and fracture to fracture spacing systematically increases from older generations to younger (Figure 7) . We suggest the following explanation for these observations: (1) One of the more important conditions of radial dike emplacement is increased pressure inside the magmatic reservoir [Grosfils and Head, 1994a , 1994b , 1995 Parfitt and Head, 1993] . Pressure should be higher in the initial stages of nova formation because of the initial enhanced pressure-release melting associated with the impinging diapir. Large amounts of volcanism are associated with numerous novae, and decreasing generation and associated decreasing pressure in the magma chamber could lead to decrease in density and extent of each subsequent radial dike swarm. (2) The influence of the emplacement of radial dike swarms on the surface depends on the position of Figure 19 . Sequence of events in evolution of upraised novae with prominent relief and annular novae (subtype-1), where n 0 d , neutral buoyancy level of the diapir; n 0 r , neutral buoyancy level of the magmatic reservoir; n 0 l , level of lithospheric isostatic equilibrium; h, thickness of the upper brittle part of the lithosphere (includes crust), h 1 < h 2 < h 3 . the n 0 of the magma chamber relative to the surface. The deeper n 0 is, the less is the manifestation of the dike emplacement on the surface. Cooling of the chamber and subsequent associated increase of the depth of n 0 should cause the same sequence to be observed, an increase of the fracture to fracture spacing of radial nova fracturing with time.
[127] It is possible, that both of these reasons lead to an increase in the fracture to fracture spacing of radial fracturing with time. We can conclude that the mechanisms of radial dike swarm emplacement are clearly operating in the radial fracturing of novae, because it explains the discrepancy between real and modeled structures. Of course, radial dike emplacement occurs in the presence of a stress field and if this is extensional due to uplift, graben formation will be favored [e.g., Wilson and Head, 2002] . Thus these fractures can be formed in part due to mechanical uplift, but the leading role appears to be played by dike swarms. Studies by Grosfils and Head [1994a] show that 72% of radial fractured structures in their analysis must have involved subsurface dike swarm emplacement and only 7% appear to have formed chiefly from uplift [see also Condie, 2001] .
[128] More developed novae should have more generations of radial fracturing. In the history of a single nova the numbers of generations of fracturing increase with the evolution of the nova. The highest number of single-stage novae are observed in upraised novae (Table 6 ), which may be evidence that these novae are in the early stages of their evolution. The upraised topographic shape of these novae suggests the existence of internal support of these novae.
[129] The influence of the regional stress field on the distribution of the radial fracturing of some novae is clearly observed. Many authors [e.g., Withjack and Scheiner, 1982; McKenzie et al., 1992; Koenig and Pollard, 1998 ] described the distribution of radial fractures in conditions of a regional stress field during dome formation and by radial dike emplacement around a magma chamber. The distribution of radial fractures of novae is often asymmetric (Figure 6 ). Most of radial fracturing of this nova is localized in the NE and SW parts of the nova rise. We suggest that radial fracturing of this nova was formed in conditions of NE-SW compression and NW-SE extension (s 3 À NE-SW, s 1 À NW-SE). This is in agreement with the main strike of wrinkle ridges (NW-SE). Formation of wrinkle ridges and radial fracturing may have different ages, but they also may be formed in one stress field and have the same ages. Asymmetry of radial-fractured centers on Venus formed by dike swarm emplacement was described and used for the reconstruction of global and regional stress state Head, 1994a, 1994b; Ernst et al., 2003] .
[130] Large amounts of volcanism are associated with some novae. Magmatism is likely to have a connection to melting of the mantle diapir head. According to models of mantle plume head evolution, the peak of partial melting of the plume and therefore plume-related magmatism and volcanism on the surface takes place after maximum uplift. Models suggest that topographic uplift varies during plume ascent, but at the time of peak magmatism, the outer boundary of uplift approximately coincides with the edge of the plume head [Griffiths and Campbell, 1991] . The beginning of gravitational relaxation of some novae may be the result of subsidence of the surface due to several reasons [Condie, 2001; Campbell, 2001] : (1) As the plume head thins and spreads laterally, it loses buoyancy and begins to sink over the plume axis; (2) removal of magma from the top of the plume results in deflation; (3) gradual heat losses from the surface over hundreds of millions of years also result in some thermal contraction and subsidence. Traces of the beginning of gravitational relaxation and subsidence of the rise and also massive volcanic activity are observed in some novae (Figure 7) . The shape of this nova and the appearance of the concentric extensional fracturing may be revealing the beginning of gravitational relaxation processes.
[131] We suggest the following general sequence of events of upraised novae evolution (Figures 19 and 20) : Dome-like or cone-like rise forms on the surface from the initial stages of influence of the diapir on the lithosphere. The position of n 0 of the diapir controls the prominence of the nova relief and its shape. Upraised novae with prominent relief form with a rather shallow n 0 , and upraised nova with low relief form if n 0 is rather deep. Partial melting in the mantle diapir head occurs due to adiabatic decompression. The magma reservoir forms and produces radial dike swarms, which create the dense radial fracturing of novae. Massive volcanism connected with the reservoir occurs on the surface, which is most prominent after maximum uplift of the nova rise. The beginning of gravitational relaxation of the novae topography takes place due to cooling and flattening of the diapir, which leads to the beginning of subsidence of the surface and the decreasing of pressure inside the magma chamber, and, as a result, an increase in fracture to fracture spacing of nova radial fracturing produced by radial dikes. Part of upraised novae completed their activity before Pwr emplacement. This mostly likely means that relaxation has been arrested. These novae are small; perhaps relaxation of nova was arrested due to their small size and lithospheric strength.
Annular Novae
[132] Coronae have elevated concentric annulae, sometimes surrounded by a depression, with numerous extensional and compressional structures [e.g., Barsukov et al., 1986; Pronin and Stofan, 1990; Stofan and Head, 1990; Nikishin et al., 1992; Squyres et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992 Stofan et al., , 1997 Janes et al., 1992] . In these novae pieces of annulus are observed that make them morphologically intermediate structures between ''classical'' novae and coronae. The interior parts of coronae are usually depressed; central rises are observed in annular novae (Figures 3b, 3c , and 8 -11).
[133] The morphology and distribution of dense radial fracturing of these novae (Figures 8 -11 ) are the same as for upraised novae; we therefore consider the mechanism of formation to be the same. Following many previous workers, we believe that radial dike swarms form the radial extensional structures of these novae, and we interpret the formation of morphologic and tectonic structures into novae annulae as related to relaxation of topography.
[134] We have separated annular novae into two subtypes (Figure 3b, 3c, and 8 -11 ). The first subtype has radial extensional fracturing in the elevated central parts of novae and concentric compressional structures dominating at the annulae and its periphery (Figures 8 -10 ). Tectonophysical modeling [Krassilnikov, 2000 [Krassilnikov, , 2001 [Krassilnikov, , 2002 shows that formation of compressional structures by gravitational relaxation following nova construction is possible under the conditions that there is a rather small thickness of the layer above the diapir or a rather shallow n 0 . The lower the thickness of the layer above the relaxing diapir, the more prominent are the compressional structures. The presence of radial compressional stress on the flanks of the nova rise may be due to several reasons, which have previously been suggested: (1) owing to the lithostatic pressure of nova construction and its gravitational spreading; (2) owing to the lateral pressure of the flattening diapir; (3) owing to gravitational sliding on nova slopes. These mechanisms may together control radial compressional stress and lead to formation of concentric compressional structures. They depend on gravity and should be more prominent during relaxation of upraised nova with prominent relief.
[135] Formation of concentric compressional structures in novae is apparently analogous to the formation of wrinkle ridges above mantle plumes, which formed in response to contractional forces associated with plume emplacement and collapse Condie, 2001] . The characteristics and geological position of concentric compressional structures of novae are in general agreement with similarities of ridges, described by Mege and Ernst [2001] and reviewed by Condie [2001] for the Yakima fold belt in the Columbia River on Earth and the Tharsis region on Mars: (1) ridge size; (2) concentric distribution about a plume center; (3) development in stratified basalts; (4) association with flood basalts erupted on thin, brittle crust underlain by a ductile layer (in our case the analog of flood, stratified basalts are volcanic plains, which are believed to be basaltic in composition [Barsukov et al., 1982; Surkov et al., 1984] ); (5) ridge growth rate parallels lava flow eruption rate; (6) periodic ridge spacing; (7) ridge formation by a combination of folding and thrust faulting. Most of these characteristics are in agreement with our observation of novae concentric compressional structures (Figures 8 -10 ).
[136] Analogous tectonophysical modeling [Krassilnikov, 2001 [Krassilnikov, , 2002 ] also provides evidence that the formation of concentric compressional structures and an elevated annulus takes place by gravitational relaxation of the nova rise and Figure 20 . Sequence of events in evolution of upraised novae with prominent relief and annular novae (subtype-2), where n 0 d , neutral buoyancy level of the diapir; n 0 r , neutral buoyancy level of the magmatic reservoir; n 0 l , level of lithospheric isostatic equilibrium; h, thickness of the upper brittle part of the lithosphere (includes crust), h 1 < h 2 < h 3 . the diapir body, as the diapir influences the lower viscoplastic part of the lithosphere. Formation of these structures is possible under conditions in which there is a small thickness of the upper brittle layer of the lithosphere and lateral spreading of visco-plastic material of the lower part of the lithosphere above the diapir, and possible flattening of the diapir body itself.
[137] Part of the radial fracturing could also be formed by relaxation of the nova rise. However, if radial fractures are formed mostly due to radial dike emplacement during the uplift stage of nova formation, the relaxation stage may involve conditions for simple mechanical formation of this fracturing. The thinner the layer above the diapir, the more prominent might this fracturing be, but it will not be as dense as that produced by dike emplacement [Krassilnikov, 2000 [Krassilnikov, , 2001 [Krassilnikov, , 2002 .
[138] There are some upraised novae with concentric compressional structures (Tables 2 and 6 ). This may be explained by processes, also described above, operating during the beginning of the gravitational relaxation of this part of upraised novae. We identify a transitional form between upraised and annular novae characterized by a low prominent concentric annulus (Figure 10 ). In this case compressional ridges, which apparently were formed due to downslope movement, represent the structural annulus; in the proximal parts of this movement a concentric graben system is observed, which is usual for this type of movement. In two other novae (Figures 8 and 9 ) of this type, mapped annulae are more prominent in relief. We can thus suggest an interpreted sequence from well-upraised novae (Figure 6 ), through novae with a low prominent annulus (Figure 10 ), to novae with prominent annulae (Figures 8 and 9 ).
[139] We suggest the following general sequence of events in the evolution of annular novae of subtype 1 (Figure 19 ): Early stages of evolution are the same as with upraised novae. The diapir influences the lower viscoplastic part of the lithosphere, and the thickness of the upper brittle layer is rather small. Following this, gravitational relaxation of the novae rise takes place due to cooling and flattening of the diapir, which leads to subsidence of the surface. Lateral spreading of the diapir and material of the lower visco-plastic part of the lithosphere takes place. The concentric annulus and compressional structures form after the start of gravitational relaxation due to the lithostatic pressure of nova construction and its gravitational spreading, related to the lateral pressure of the flattening diapir and due to gravitational forces on the nova slopes.
[140] The second subtype has radial extensional fracturing in the elevated central parts and in the annulae of the novae and concentric extensional fracturing in the annulae (Figure 11 ). Tectonophysical modeling [Krassilnikov, 2001 [Krassilnikov, , 2002 shows that formation of concentric extensional structures by gravitational relaxation of nova construction is possible due to a rather shallow n 0 , but in contrast to the previous subtype of annular novae, this has a rather thick upper brittle deforming layer, or upper brittle part of the lithosphere.
[141] We consider this type of novae as one more possible direction of evolution of upraised novae with prominent relief. We consider the upraised nova, Mbocomu Mons (Figure 7) , as transitional to this type of annular novae because of the same set of tectonic structures and traces of annulus formation. In this case [Krassilnikov, 2001 [Krassilnikov, , 2002 the diapir influences the lower visco-plastic part of the lithosphere. We thus suggest a sequence from well-upraised novae (Figure 6 ), through novae (Figure 7) , with traces of the beginning of gravitational relaxation and annulus formation, to novae with a prominent annulus (Figure 11) .
[142] We suggest the following general sequence of evolution of annular novae of subtype 2 (Figure 20 ): Early stages of evolution are the same as upraised novae. The diapir influences the lower visco-elastic part of the lithosphere; the thickness of the upper brittle layer is rather large. Gravitational relaxation of the nova rise takes place due to cooling and flattening of the diapir, which leads to subsidence of the surface. Lateral spreading of the diapir and material of the lower visco-plastic part of the lithosphere takes place. Plastic bending at the periphery of the nova forms a concentric annulus due to the lithostatic pressure of nova construction, which leads to extensional structure formation in the annulus after the start of gravitational relaxation.
[143] The peak of plume related magmatism and volcanism takes place on the surface by flattening of the plume and subsidence of the surface after maximum uplift [Whitehead, 1982; Griffiths and Campbell, 1991] , which depend on partial melting of the plume head. Most of the annular novae of both subtypes have prominent traces of volcanic activity, which is seen in the formation of rather young volcanic plains, which often embay the central parts and concentric annulae of these novae (Figures 8, 9 , and 11). This volcanic activity is apparently the trace of diapir-related magmatism associated with relaxation of the nova rise. 6.1.3. Flat and Negative Novae
[144] These novae also have dense radial fracturing, in all cases multiple, with its morphology and distribution the same as that described above for upraised and annular novae ( Figures 12 and 13) ; we thus infer that mechanisms of formation should be the same. Following previous workers, we believe that radial dike swarms play a very prominent role in forming the radial extensional structures of these novae. In some flat novae (Figure 12 ) no concentric structures are observed which could be connected with gravitational relaxation. It is possible that these novae were not upraised and in this case their relaxation could have taken place without formation of any deformation structures. It is possible that stress by relaxation of such constructions was concentrated into a zone of elastic deformation and may not cross its limits. On the basis of this, formation of these novae could take place by relaxation of upraised novae with low relief. All these novae have dense radial fracturing, but were never prominently upraised, which we believe is one more piece of evidence for formation of dense radial fracturing due to dike swarm emplacement. Part of the novae of this class has separate concentric extensional and/or compressional structures, which is evidence for some traces of relaxation, but they are not as prominent as concentric structures in annular novae. We cannot determine which part of the lithosphere influences the diapir, but we can conclude that the n 0 of these novae-producing diapirs should have a deeper position than in previous cases, because they do not form a prominent rise on the surface.
[145] Radial and concentric extensional structures are observed in negative novae (Figure 13 ). Concentric extensional fractures of novae may be analogous to caldera-like features, and on the basis of results of tectonophysical modeling [e.g., Roche et al., 2000; Troll et al., 2002] , formation of calderas is possible by relaxation of a magma chamber (in our case it is the diapiric body) through its influence on the upper brittle part of the lithosphere. By the relaxation of this condition, concentric extensional fracturing forms mechanically the same as caldera-concentric fracture formation. From this interpretation it follows that negative novae can be formed from distinctly upraised novae as well as from low upraised novae. For the formation of negative novae, the diapir should penetrate the lower visco-elastic part of the lithosphere to reach the upper brittle part. Both of the negative novae are located inside the Aphrodite Terra tessera (Figure 13 ). Many authors hypothesize that a larger thickness of the crust exists inside tessera terrain [e.g., Philips and Hansen, 1994; Hansen et al., 1997] that leads to a larger thickness of the deforming layer above the diapir. We did not observe any other novae in the tessera. Although there are some novae that are located rather close to the tessera ''islands'' (Figure 9 ), they are not surrounded by it (Figure 13 ), as are the negative novae. The location of negative novae may also be evidence for a thicker deforming layer (includes crust) above the diapir in tessera terrain, perhaps a relatively thicker brittle lithosphere. In this case mantle diapirs possibly reach the base of the brittle part of the lithosphere, which in tessera terrain should have a lower position and is more accessible for diapir head influence, which apparently did not happen during formation of other nova classes.
[146] We suggest the following general sequence of evolution of flat novae (Figure 21 ): Early stages of evolution are the same as upraised novae. The upraised novae with low relief may evolve to flat novae due to gravitational relaxation of the rise by a deep n 0 . The diapir cools and flattens, and the surface subsides. The amount of volcanism is small due to the relatively deep n 0 and magmatic reservoir. Rare concentric structures form and complete flattening of the surface happens because of the low relief of the uplift stage. Complete relaxation of the construct and lithosphere occurs. In this case we cannot determine the conditions of the diapir influence on the lithosphere but presumably it influenced the lower visco-plastic part.
[147] We suggest the following general sequence for evolution of negative novae (Figure 22 ): The early stages of evolution are the same as upraised novae, but in this case the mantle diapir penetrates the lower visco-plastic part of the lithosphere and influences the brittle upper part essentially thinning the lithosphere as it tries to reach n 0 . The depression forms due to cooling and flattening of the diapir and complete relaxation of the construct, with extensional structures on its bend because of lithosphere thinning by updoming; late stages are mechanically the same as those of calderas. Negative novae may be formed by relaxation of upraised novae with prominent relief as well as low relief. Parfitt and Head [1993] argued that these features could originate from shallow reservoirs fed by vertically ascending dikes above very deep-seated thermal anomalies. This way topographic uplift is not necessary for formation of a radially fractured center. We observe very similar radial fracturing in all nova classes. Therefore we believe that all novae have been generally formed by the processes we describe.
Relationship of Novae and Rift Zones; Mechanisms and Scenarios of Novae Evolution Within the Rift
[148] We found 6 upraised novae, 5 annular novae, 6 flat and negative novae and 15 plateau-like novae within and associated with rift zones [Price, 1995; Basilevsky and Head, 2000b] , for a total of 32 novae (51.6%) showing association with rift zones. This is made even more clear if we overlay the distribution of 64 novae from the ''Catalog of Volcanic Structures of Venus'' [Crumpler and Aubele, 2000] on the ''Map of Rifts and Volcanoes of Venus'' [Basilevsky and Head, 2000b] (Figure 17) . We observe two types of relationship between novae and rift zones: (1) The rift does not have a visible influence on topography of upraised, annular, flat and negative novae; the novaforming processes apparently have no connection with rifts or dominate over rift-forming processes. (2) The rift has a visible influence on plateau-like novae topography, which is displayed in rift troughs that surround novae and form the topographic shape of the structures; rift-forming processes predominate or are equivalent to nova-forming processes. It follows that formation of plateau-like novae should be considered in connection with rift-zone evolution, while in other cases we can dismiss a role for rift activity. Therefore we described two main scenarios of novae formation, outside of rift influence (above) and within the influence of the rift zone (below).
[149] All plateau-like novae have dense radial fracturing, mostly multiple sets, whose morphology and distribution are the same as the classes of novae described above; therefore the mechanism of formation should be comparable, that is, primarily due to radial dike swarm emplacement. Most of these novae (80%) have concentric graben and normal fault systems, but these extensional structures were apparently formed not by nova activity, but by rift influence. Three types of relationships between these novae and rift structures are observed and are discussed below.
Nova Predates Rift Zone Formation
[150] Part of the rift fracturing outlines the plateau-like constructions of this novae and forms rather deep troughs, which outline the nova construction (Figure 14a ). This part of the rift fracturing is represented mostly by normal faults and makes this nova appear like a more competent inhomogenity ( Figure 14a) ; rift fracturing outlines the more ridged nova in the sense of mechanics and distribution of deformation. This is one more piece of evidence that these novae were formed before rift formation. Another part of the rift fracturing is represented by long narrow graben that cut through the nova plateaus, and sometimes have lava flows associated with them. We interpret these graben as manifestations of dike emplacement which are connected with the rift system [Fahrig, 1987; Ernst et al., 2001] . The fractures, which surround the nova plateau apparently were formed due to passive regional extension and outline the more competent nova construction (Figure 23 ). Graben, which were formed due to dike emplacement, are more active in the deformation sense and cut through the nova plateaus without changes in strike. As the formation of these , neutral buoyancy level of the diapir; n 0 r , neutral buoyancy level of the magmatic reservoir; n 0 l , level of lithospheric isostatic equilibrium; h, thickness of the upper brittle part of the lithosphere (includes crust), h 1 < h 2 < h 3 . novae predates rift activity, rift recycling may expose nova of any class.
Nova Forms Simultaneously With Rift Evolution
[151] In these novae part of their radial fracturing forms rift fracturing (nova 1 in Figure 16 ) and fractures become conformal to the strike of rift fracturing at the periphery of the nova rise. This shows that this fracturing of novae was formed simultaneously with rift fracturing during conditions of regional extension, which was controlled by rift formation. Rift troughs surround the central rises of these novae. The mechanism of formation of these novae (Figure 24 ) should be the same as the upraised novae described above (Figures 19 -22 ), but in this case the rift influences the orientation of nova radial fracturing. In rift zones the lithosphere is tectonically and/or thermally thinned, which promotes conditions of partial melting of the diapir head [e.g., McKenzie, 1984; White and McKenzie, 1989] relative to the influence of a diapir on non-thinned lithosphere. It appears to account for the large amount of volcanism observed in these novae (Figures 15 and 16 ). Novae which form simultaneously with rift formation may be formed due to inhomogeneous uplift of hot material along the rift zone [e.g., Shelton and Tullis, 1981; Wilcock and Whithead, 1991] .
Nova Postdates Rift Formation
[152] These novae apparently are younger than the rift, but the influence of the nova-producing diapir on the surface was not sufficient to produce a prominent rise and to erase the rift trough that was inherited by nova rise formation (nova 2 in Figures 16 and 25) . The mechanism of formation of these novae should be the same as upraised novae described above (Figures 19-22 ), but the shape of this novae is controlled by rift structures predating formation of nova structures.
[153] In some of the plateau-like novae, a small number of concentric compressional structures are observed (Tables 5  and 6 ). Formation of these structures may be evidence for gravitational relaxation of the novae with a rather thin brittle part of the lithosphere, the same with annular novae of subtype 1.
Interpretation of Results
Relationship Between Novae and Coronae
[154] The evolution of part of novae can form coronae structures, as was suggested by many authors. A most prominent part of this process is shown in annular novae. However, numerous novae completed their evolution without formation of the concentric morphologic or structural annulus. Some coronae have radial fracturing which may be interpreted as traces of nova formation Squyres et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992] . However, many coronae do not have radial tectonic structures Squyres et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992] . Therefore a part of the corona population was formed due to gravitational relaxation of novae-like constructions, and another part was formed without early formation of a nova. Therefore formation of novae does not in all cases lead to formation of corona-like structures, and not all coronae were formed by gravitational relaxation of novae-like features. Our models of novae evolution are generally consistent with other geological, geophysical and analogous tectonophysical models of novae-coronae formation and plume evolution noted above. Our results support the interpretation of Aittola and Kostama [2002] , who argued that the morphology, topography and age relations of the nova and corona depend on phase of corona maturity during the nova-forming period. These authors also suggested that formation of novae and coronae might be represented by separate and multiple diapiric events that lead to formation of radial fracturing following the formation of concentric structures. We do not see evidence for multiple diapiric uplift in the evolution of individual novae. Instead we have shown that in all novae studied, radial fracturing largely predates concentric fracturing. In some cases concentric fractures are forming due to regional stress and do not depend on nova-forming processes (e.g., in plateau-like novae).
Period of Novae Activity
[155] As was shown by several authors Head, 1998b, 2000a; Ivanov and Head, 1997a , 1997b ] regional plains with wrinkle ridges occupy most of the surface of Venus ($70%). The distribution of impact craters on the surface of the planet is not distinguishable from random . Different authors [Strom et al., 1994; Collins et al., 1999; Basilevsky and Head, 2002b] used this argument and other evidence to infer that these plains were formed during a geologically short period. Therefore it has been argued that these plains can be used as a general stratigraphic marker. According to different methods of crater count interpretation, the age of regional plains is 288 + 311/À98 myr [Strom et al., 1994] , 400-800 myr and $750 myr (from 300 myr up to 1000 myr) [McKinnon et al., 1997] .
[156] Most coronae started to form and finished most of their activity before formation of regional plains [Basilevsky and Head, 1998a; Ivanov and Head, 2001] . Most novae were active after formation of these plains (Figure 18 ). Formation of ''classical'' coronae may occur due to a rather thin upper deforming layer above the relaxing diapir Squyres et al., 1992; Stofan et al., 1992 Stofan et al., , 1997 Krassilnikov, 2001 Krassilnikov, , 2002 which is necessary for formation of the concentric compressional and extensional structures which are so characteristic of coronae. As follows from the modeling described, the formation of the rise on the surface may take place due to the relatively larger thickness of the upper deforming layer above the diapir. The different periods of coronae and novae activity may be circumstantial evidence of the thickening of the Venusian lithosphere with time, which is predicted and discussed by different authors [e.g., Parmentier and Hess, 1992; Turcotte, 1995; Phillips and Hansen, 1998; Grimm, 1994; Brown and Grimm, 1999] .
Conclusions
Novae Classification
[157] The topographic shape of novae was used as the basis of classification because novae have a very wide variety of sets of tectonic structures and a smaller number of characteristic topographic shapes. We subdivided the novae population into four classes (Figures 3 and 26) : (1) upraised novae; (2) annular novae; (3) flat and negative novae; (4) plateau-like novae.
Scenarios of Novae Formation
[158] Interpretation of the results of our analysis generally confirm and update models of novae formation and evolution due to the influence of rising mantle diapirs on the upper part of the lithosphere. We suggest scenarios of the evolution of different nova classes depending on the following geological factors : (1) the depth of the neutral buoyancy level of the rising mantle diapir (n 0 ); (2) the rheological characteristics of the part of the litho- sphere which the evolving diapir influences, on the upper brittle part (including the crust) or the visco-plastic lower part of the lithosphere; an important factor we are also using is the thickness of upper brittle part of the lithosphere; (3) whether or not the visco-plastic material of the lower lithosphere above the diapir spreads; (4) the character of the influence of regional stress and rift structures. In some cases we suggested new directions of novae evolution (Figure 26 ) which are not described in previous investigations. We distinguished two geodynamic conditions of novae formation, outside and within rifts (Figure 26 ).
Novae Evolution Outside of Rifts
[159] Upraised novae with prominent relief (Figures 19,  20 , and 26) form by a rather shallow level of neutral buoyancy of the diapir (n 0 ). A dome-like or cone-like rise on the surface forms during the initial stages of diapir influence on the lithosphere. The position of n 0 of the diapir controls the prominence of nova in relief and its shape. Partial melting in the mantle diapir head occurs due to adiabatic decompression. The magmatic reservoir forms and produces radial dike swarms, which create dense radial fracturing. Massive volcanism connected with this reservoir occurs on the surface (Figures 7, 19, 20, and 26) , which is most prominent after the maximum uplift of the nova rise. The beginning of gravitational relaxation of the novae rise takes place due to cooling and flattening of the diapir, which leads to the beginning of subsidence of the surface and pressure loss inside the magmatic chamber. This in turn leads to an increase of fracture to fracture spacing of nova radial fracturing produced by radial dikes. Several possible directions of evolution by gravitational relaxation of these novae are thus suggested (Figures 19, 20 , and 26): 1. Diapir influences the upper brittle part of the lithosphere by relaxation (including the crust). In this case, negative novae form, and late stages of evolution are mechanically the same to calderas (Figures 22 and 26) . 2. Diapir influences the lower visco-plastic part of the lithosphere with its lateral spreading above the diapir and possible flattening of diapir body. Following this, gravitational relaxation of the novae rise takes place due to cooling and flattening of the diapir, which leads to subsidence of the surface. In this case two possible scenarios are possible due to relaxation of these novae depending, on the thickness of the upper brittle part of the lithosphere (Figures 19,  20 , and 26): (1) Thickness of the upper brittle part of the lithosphere (including the crust) is rather small. In this case annular novae with mostly concentric compressional structures in their annulae form (Figure 26 ). The formation of the annulus and compressional structures occur due to the lithostatic pressure of nova construction and its gravitational spreading, due to lateral pressure of the flattening diapir and due to gravitational forces on the nova slopes. (2) Thickness of the upper brittle part of the lithosphere (including the crust) is rather large. In this case the annular novae with mostly concentric extensional structures in the annulae form (Figures 20 and 26) . Formation of the annulus and extensional structures occurs due to the lithostatic pressure of nova construction and plastic bending at the periphery of the nova.
[160] Upraised novae with low relief form due to a rather large depth of neutral buoyancy level (n 0 ) of the uplifting mantle diapir (Figures 21 and 26) . Partial melting in the mantle diapir head occurs due to adiabatic decompression. The magmatic reservoir forms and produces radial dike swarms, which create the dense radial fracturing of novae. Negative novae (Figures 22 and 26) form by the relaxation of upraised novae with low relief if the diapir influences the upper brittle part of the lithosphere (including the crust). Flat novae (Figures 21 and 26) form by relaxation of upraised novae with low relief with or without small amounts of concentric tectonic structures.
Novae Evolution Within the Rift
[161] Plateau-like novae form in conditions of prominent rift zones, and three scenarios are possible (Figures 23-26 ):
(1) Nova predates rift zone formation (Figures 23 and 26) . These novae form according to the described scenario and after that are made more prominent by rift recycling.
(2) Nova forms simultaneously with rift evolution (Figures  24 and 26) . These novae form in the same way as upraised novae, but on the background of uplift of hot material along the rift zone. (3) Nova postdates rift formation (Figures 25  and 26 ). These novae form in the same manner as upraised novae, but inherit rift structures during their formation.
Period of Novae Activity and its Interpretation
[162] In our study it was shown that novae have multiple stages and are long-lived structures. Most novae (88.7%) were active after formation of regional plains with wrinkle ridges. In contrast to novae activity, coronae activity was greatest before formation of these plains [Basilevsky and Head, 1998a; Ivanov and Head, 2001 ]. This may be evidence for thickening of the lithosphere with time, what has been predicted on the basis of other observations [Parmentier and Hess, 1992; Turcotte, 1995; Phillips and Hansen, 1998; Brown and Grimm, 1999] . We also showed that formation of novae does not in all cases lead to formation of corona-like structures, and not all coronae were formed by gravitational relaxation of novae.
